July - September, 2000

New Pages

- Academic Index Page - just in time for school...
- FAQ - Yes, a Frequently Asked Questions Page for the congenially curious. Find out what those blinking buttons mean. Find out what HP 11.4 mean. Find out what all those links on the navigation bar mean...
- For Kids Only Index Page
- For Kids - Fun Sites - Just added - a bunch of cartoon links. Don't miss these. See you in the funnies.
- Free Software and Plug-ins Page
- Grant Resources and Opportunities - this is a spinoff from the Writing Page - that hopefully is more organized. Includes grant writing and grant resource sites organized under Commercial, Government and Nonprofit Source categories
- Health Information Index Page - A main page from which you can get to all the health information pages.
- Healthy People 2010, Objective 11.4 Statement - A document about how this Web site is trying to achieve this objective dealing with health-related Web site disclosures
- Information Quality - Resources about what makes a good Web site, good data, good info. Standards and sites dealing with "quality". Now includes Program Evaluation!!!! Added - another site that evaluates Web sites, and how to include evaluation in grant writing
- KoosarNet - All pages pertaining to the the Koo Sar investigation I conducted.
- MPH Alumni Record Online Submission Form - Yes! SCSU MPH alumni can now submit something for this document that records the accomplishments of the MPH alumni. This document is being converted for the Net.
Updated Pages

As of September 2, 2000 there is now a standard header with a navigation bar on all 151 pages of this Web site (whew!).

All statistics have been updated on the Site Map Index Pages, and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually at the beginning of each month.

- Movie Sites - A spinoff page from Cool & Useful Sites - Check out my favorite indulgence.
- Music Sites - A spinoff page from Cool & Useful Sites - Check out another of my favorite indulgences.
- Online Alumni Mentor Program Evaluation Form for Mentors - Annual mentor evaluation form
- Online Alumni Mentor Program Evaluation Form for Users - Now anyone who wants to comment on or rate their experiences with this program can do so
- Online Alumni Speakers Evaluation Form for Users - Annual speaker evaluation form
- Public Health Continuing Education Opportunities - Sites that offer opportunities to keeping your skills sharp through distance learning. This replaces the Calendar of Events Page which listed professional meetings. Keep up your skills with online tutorials, etc
- U.S. Federal Government Statistics Sites - An attempt to compile the wealth of federal statistics sites; Added - 10 links to Census data, DataFerret super search, federal public health statistics esources, also link to DataWeb, and economic statistics by state (compliments of DataWeb); Check out OSHA's fatal facts
- What's New - I know this is strange, but this is what this page is for, and this is a new page.
- Writing Resources on the Net - A spinoff from Public Health Practice Page. Everything from grant writing to developing health education materials. Added - Technical Writing, Grant Writing, Writing your Thesis/Dissertation, 6 links to grant writing resources, and another 12 more sites to grant writing - many of which are gems!!! Check these out!

1993-2001 Public Health Mentor Cumulative Listing
- Annotated Great Books Bibliography - Review of Suckling's "Year of the Dragon"
- Annotated Health Education Methods - Review of Gronland's book on assessing student achievement
- Annotated Internet Books Bibliography - Review of White's "How Computers Work"
- Annotated Survey Bibliography - Review of Patten's "Questionnaire Research.
- Biostatistics & Statistics Sites - EpiData (Windows-based Epi Info Data Entry), Epi Info download link, Schoolwork.Org's basic stats site, plus 6 new super stats sites! Tutorial sites for Excel, Epi Info, SAS (Thanks to Dr. Perlin for these)
- Career Page - 4 sites to help you find out more about what you are looking for in a career, 2 more sites about salary info - both very good!!! Check these out!
- Children with Special Health Needs - 4 new resources links
- Cool and Useful Sites - Science and Space - Hurricane Information - Yes, it's that time of the year again...
- Community Data - Community profiles, state profiles
- Connecticut - Fixed links to Health Department's new and improved Web Site, and see how the CT looks like
- Consumer Health Information - Hartford Hospital's Health Information Guide
- Epidemiology A - L - EpiData (Windows-based Epi Info Data Entry); My 5th Intro to Epi Lecture is now online
- Epidemiology M - Z - additional mapping sites, another one - Altapedia Online - don't miss this one!
- General Jobs Search Sites - another CT-based site, this one by Monster.Com
- Health Behavior; Health Services Data - Emergency Services - EDIOS System; MMWR reports - cholesterol screening trends, adolescent smoking trends, physical activity trends
- Health Dept Data - Connecticut, Missouri, North Dakota (Cancer stats), Oregon, Tennessee (don't miss this one); HRSA's state profiles
- Health Education/Health Promotion Resources on the Net - CDC Public Health Training Site, Public Health Nursing - Public Health Issues, Surveillance of Health Education in the Schools (MMWR)
- Health Professional Resources on the Net - HCFA Guidelines for Medicare Coding; CDC's Prevention Guidelines Database (searchable), Internal Medicine link
- Healthy People 2020 - 4 links to the Healthy People 2010 database - DATA2010; Link to Public Health Functions Project
- MCH Page - link to the new Healthy Start Web site
- Public Health Data - MMWR's latest on Giardiasis, Disability, Immunization
- Public Health Documents - HCFA Guidelines for Medicare Coding; Women's Health Report Card, Medicaid Fact Sheets, CHIP resource sites, federal guidelines about English literacy, ASTHO's links regarding access and health disparities
- Public Health Practice - Healthy Start's Models of Intervention; Now linked to Information Quality Page via Evaluation; CDC's Public Health Training Network; Powerpoint Tutorial (Thanks to Dr. Perlin for this one)
- Public Health Sites D-G - Emergency Preparedness - 3 new sites; Gay & Lesbian Health - Health Pages from Public

Health - Seattle & King County; 2 links to OSHA
- Public Health Sites H-L - Farm Injury
- Public Health Sites M - N - Minority Health - an Hispanic American link; Non-government Sites - 3 organizations dealing with health policy issues; Smoking - Surgeon General's Report on Smoking and Health, HealthEducation.Org (NE); Women's Health - Breast Cancer Links; Women's Health Report Card
- SCSU Public Health Chapter - Service Committee - Link to Online Mentor Program and Speaker Evaluation Forms
- Search Engines - MetaEngines - MetaCrawler is now available!
- Search Engines - Public Health - CDC's Prevention Guidelines Database (searchable)
- Thesis and Special Project Resource Page - Copyright information, updated Special Project forms, Thesis resource sites; Writing your thesis/dissertation; Help Online Section added; New course materials for PCH 588 (Community Health Education II); PCH 593 (Special Project Seminar I), Epi Info download site, additional links added throughout the semester
- Useful Sites for Day to Day - School and alumni sites; Olympics Sites - just in time for Australia; Federal Trade Commission's Online Complaint Form
- Web Development Resources - Adding sound to your web page; 7 links to Java tutorials
- Web Site Search Engines - MetaCrawler is now available along with a bunch of others. Also, there are now links to the Health Sciences Search Engines Page, and Public Health Search Engines Page
- Web Site Statistics Page - Now you can find a listing of foreign government institutions that have visited this Web site (for the truly curious)

Pages That Are Continuously Updated

- Non-U.S. colleges - Listing of all institutions of higher learning that have visited.
- Public Health Jobs - New job postings all the time. I add links to any employer that hires people with a public health background. (By the way, I don't get anything for this but the satisfaction that I am providing a useful service) Okay, on September 6th - I reorganized the entire site. Now they are grouped under Public Health Specialty instead of one long alphabetical listing. This site has a link on Slippery Rock University's Community Health Jobs Page!!
- Site Map Index - Every new page can be found under a major category
- U.S. colleges - Listing of all the educational institutions that have visited.

And, this page, of course.

Outdated Pages

As of October 1, 2000, I will no longer be maintaining the Public Health Calendar of Events Page - which lists professional meetings. It is being replaced with the Public Health Continuing Education Opportunities Page.

October - December, 2000

New Pages

- Annotated Academe Books Bibliography - books about academia
- PCH 593 - Special Project Seminar I - Professor Jung's Guidelines for Writing the Special Project Proposal - Sections 1 & 2 - Posted October 8, 2000; Section 2 is now done - Posted October 13, 2000
- PCH 593 - Special Project Seminar I - Professor Jung's Guidelines for Writing the Special Project Proposal - Section 3 - Posted November 5, 2000
- Web Basics 101 - Lecture notes from my 11/16/2000 lecture - Everything You Ever Wanted to Know about the Web - in Brief
- Web site Evaluation Templates - I developed two templates with which you can evaluate the quality of a Web site. Adapted from the evaluation criteris from 8 institutions (Posted 11/17/2000)
All statistics have been updated on the Site Map Index Pages, and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually at the beginning of each month.

- **Academic Home Page** Links to Fall, 2000 PCH 588 and 593 pages, update of APA Format links
- **Annotated Academe Bibliography** - Reviews of Gronland's books on assessing student achievements
- **Annotated Great Books Bibliography** - Review of Mah's Falling Leaves
- **Annotated Internet Books** - Review of Bloomberg, Kawski & Treffers' Web Page Scripting Techniques, Gralla's How the Internet Works
- **Annotated Research Practice Bibliography** - Review of Kelley's great book - Measurement Made Accessible
- **Annotated Statistics Bibliography** - Review of Jasingh's Statistics for the Utterly Confused
- **Biostatistics/Statistics Sites** - Links to NCHS's Resources for Educators, MCH Epi, UIC's DataSkills learning modules
- **Connecticut Public Health Resources** -Links to Better Business Bureau, West Nile Information, DEP's Mosquito Information Page, Stratford Health Department, Dept of Transportation's CTRides, HIV Initiative, 4 new links to the Office of Health Care Access, plus a listing of links CT's acute care hospitals, Planned Parenthood CT, Healthy Valley 2000 - community health project
- **Cool & Useful Sites Q - S** - Fall sites - where to see the color of the season - 4 links
- **Copyright** - 8 new links to Cyberlaw and cybersecurity sites
- **Epi Sites A - L** - 3 links to Epi Info sites, a link to UIC's Data Skills and other online learning modules
- **Epi Sites M - Z** - Link to CDC's Public Health Mapping Page - don't miss this one; plus 6 new mapping sites (all good), MMWR's Surveillance of violence against women, HUD's E-Maps site - search air polluters and environmental hazards by zip code, PromedMail.Org - Infectious Disease Mega site - with info about the West Nile Virus
- **Federal Government Stat Sites** - 2 links to Data Ferret, Link to FirstGov.Gov - the one-stop Government Stats Mega Site, Google's Uncle Sam's Search Engine, 8 new links - public health, health, health insurance, 16 links to more sites, another 36 links - for CDC, Census
- **Frequently Asked Questions** Info about the E-News Listserv, Public Health Competency Poll, why all my pages have the same header, something about the CDC!
- **Grants and Grant Writing** - 5 new links to resources and proposal writing, 2 new federal grant links
- **Health Education Methods** - Health Behavior.Com - don't miss this one - lots of links, best practices - youth violence
- **Healthy People 2020** - 2 new links to DataSpeak links, link to NCHS Statistical Notes 11 to Present for HP 2000 stats
- **Information Quality** - 6 new links for healthcare quality, health data standards, 17 links to evaluating Web site quality (yes, that was 17), 15 links for Healthcare quality and evidence-based medicine
- **Kids - Educational Sites** - 5 links to education quality sites, Bayshore School District's Links Page
- **Koo Sar Net** - Link to Center for Science
- **Public Health Continuing Education Opportunities** - Link to CDC's Public Health Training Network, UIC's DataSkills Online Learning Modules, Health Behavior.Com - don't miss this one! UPitt's Supercourse, The Future of Public Health textbook on-line
- **Public Health Data E - H** - Youth Tobacco Surveillance; MMWR's Surveillance of violence against women, ASTHO's StatePublicHealth.Org Site, Vermont HD, Florida HD
- **Public Health Data I - Z** - MMWR's Surveillance of violence against women, 3 maternal child health links - children health status, adolescent health status, New Measles Syndrome (CDC); Update on the West Nile Virus (CDC)
- **Public Health Alumni Chapter** - Pictures from the SCSU DPH MPH Pinning Ceremony of October 2, 2000
- **Public Health Continuing Education & Opportunities** - 3 new links to online learning sites, plus TrainingFinder.Org's clearinghouse database!
- **Public Health Documents** 6 Medicaid, Managed Care links
- **Public Health Practice** - Completely Revamped to Conform to Competencies Project's Competencies, plus 6 new links, one to SCAN, Research Methods Resources Links of Hong Kong's Shue Yan College, Best Practices -Youth Violence, Risk Communication, The Future of Public Health textbook on-line, APHA's Essential Services of Public Health, UPitt's Supercourse lectures on-line
- **Public Health Sites A - C** - Best Practices - Youth Violence
- **Public Health Sites D - G** - EPA's Envirofacts, HUD's E-Maps site - find air polluters and environmental hazards by zip code
- **Public Health Sites H - L** - New Measles Syndrome (CDC); Update on the West Nile Virus, Violence Prevention Web site (CDC), Promedmail.Org - Infectious Disease Mega site - with info about the West Nile Virus
- **Public Health Sites M - N** - White House Asian American & Pacific Islanders Initiative Site, Mens Health Network; Youth Tobacco Surveillance, 2 new Women's Health sites, MMWR Nov's issue on environmental tobacco smoke, Tobacco-Free Kids.Org, CDC's Breast & Cervical Cancer Program
- **Thesis/Special Project Resources Page**. Links to Fall, 2000 PCH 588 and 593 pages, Update of APA Format links
- **Web Resources A to L** - New section - Doing Research on the Internet - 9 links
- **Web Development Resources** - a dozen new JavaScript tutorial links
Outdated Pages

As of October 1, 2000, I will no longer be maintaining the Public Health Calendar of Events Page - which lists professional meetings. It is being replaced with the Public Health Continuing Education Opportunities Page.

Back to Top

January - March, 2001

New Pages

- Annotated Data Bibliography Published 2/23/01. What possessed me to develop this one? Well, these are books devoted to data. I just had these scattered among the other books in Annotated Biostats, Stats and Epi bibliographies. I decided to consolidate them into one page for the data-driven.

- Epi Forums for Epidemiologists - a series of message boards you can post to get help, share info and report problems & solutions. Check it out!!! Grew out of an ongoing discussion of trying to share info on the Epi Info Listserv.

- E-News Index 2000-2001. Yes, I thought it was time to document the content of the E-News that have gone out so far. This is so you will know what you're missing. It's never too late to subscribe. But, why wait? I've been so good about getting them out regularly during the middle of each month, or on the 15th to be exact ;)

- October - December, 2000 - Yes, the archiving continues!

- MPH Alumni Surveys - Class Representation Statistics - Is your class being represented by survey results? Check out the stats. Current academic year statistics are not included

- MPH Alumni Record On-line - Yes! I needed a noreaster to buckle down and get this done! Take a look-see and let me know what you think! It's "22 pages", but you should get around the document without any trouble.

- MPH Alumni Record Site Map - In case you need one for this 22-page document!

- PCH 594 - Special Project Seminar II - Guidelines for Writing Sections 4 & 5 (The Report)

- PCH 594 - Special Project Seminar II - Guidelines for Statistical Reporting

- Public Health Alumni Chapter's Spring, 2000 Newsletter (Vol 4, No 1)

- Search Engines Index Freenity.Com Metasearch Page

- Statistical Reporting 101 The basics of good statistical reporting that I will be expecting to see as part of The Report

- Thesis & Special Projects - DHHS's IRB Guidebook

- Webmastering Resources on the Internet Published 2/23/01. Originally part of Web Development Resources Page, but there were so many I decided to devote a page for those who truly want to master the Web (Frankly speaking, I don't think anyone can, but why not have fun trying?? Besides, the threat of losing digits has not stopped anyone from climbing Everest just because it's there).

- Web site Search Engines - Northernlight has been added, along with Google, along with other metasearch engines.

Updated Pages

All statistics have been updated on the Site Maps and Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually at the beginning of each month.

• **Annotated Epidemiology Bibliography** - A review of Friis & Sellers' Epidemiology for Public Health Practice textbook.

• **Annotated Great Books Bibliography** - Review of Liu's The Accidental Asian

• **Annotated Net Books** - MaranGraphics - Creating Web Pages Review; Gertler's Easy PCs;

• **Annotated Public Health Practice Bibliography** - A review of Friis & Sellers' Epidemiology for Public Health Practice textbook.

• **Biosstats/Stats Site** - Data Skills, ACP Online, Epi Info Tutorial, Excel Tutorial, Stats Tutorial, BRFSS Data Systems Course, Statistical Reporting 101, Statistics Virtual Library, now you will be taken to Epi Sites A to L for all the Epi Info sites, link to PH software sites, link to Epi Forums sites

• **Connecticut Public Health Resources** - Links to Community Health Centers, Inc., VNA Health Care, more news stations sites, CT-Info search engine, CT-Info.Com's Sites of Interest (helpful for finding CT resources), TobaccoFree.CT and the CT State Library's Statistics Page (don't miss this one!); Finding US Congressmen

• **Consumer Health** - Complaining online; NHBLI (NIH)'s new Aim for a Healthy Weight

• **Cool & Useful Sites A - C** - 3 links to E-books sites

• **Cool & Useful Sites D - E** - 3 links for Death & Taxes - help with taxes

• **Epidemiology Index** - Link to Epi Forums

• **Epidemiology Sites A to L** - A Brief Intro to Epi #6 - Basics of Research & Epi Research Methods, 4 links to Epi Info sites, link to Epi Forums

• **General Job Searches** - 2 new links to CT employers - Community Health Centers, Inc., VNA Health Care

• **Grant Resources on the Net** - Fundservices.Com, CDC's for adolescent and school health

• **Graphics** - 3 new free graphics sites

• **Health Education** - National Health, Blood, Lung Health Information Network, 9 new links for the new School Health Education section on the page; SMOG,

• **Health Professional Resources** - National Health, Blood, Lung Health Information Network

• **Healthy People 2020** - 9/12/2001 Conference Resource Page

• **Information Quality Resource Sites** - HHIS's fact sheet on health information privacy; NAHDO's Linkage Resources Page

• **Kids - Educational & Health Sites** - New section on Health sites just for kids - hotlines, Healthfinder, healthy schools, toll-free hotlines, health information for high school kids, US Health & Human Services super health site for kids; Asthma Camp, Captain Chemo, Children with Diabetes

• **Kids - Fun Sites CT's Kid Site**

• **MHP Alumni Surveys - Class Representation Statistics** - Updated class stats from the Fall, 2000 Surveys

• **Maternal Child Health Bright Futures.Org**

• **Movies Page** - 7 sites that you can get info about the latest movies, links to The Cell, Vertical Limit, Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon, Zorro, Golden Globes,

• **Music Nemesis Records**

• **Public Health Continuing Education** - 4 new links - 2 to NLM/NIH Interactive site, Institute for Child Health Policy - Streaming Videos site, Virginia's Distance Learning Site

• **Public Health Data** - general sites - County Info, Adolescent Health Study

• **Public Health Data - Health Dept** - Health Behavior Virginia HD; Physical Activity Trends (MMWR)

• **Public Health Data** - MCH Child Trends

• **Public Health Documents** - Surgeon General's report on Children Mental Health, HRSA's Cultural Competency, Office of Minority Health's Cultural Competency Page; HCFA's FAQ page; Institute of Medicine's To Err is Human; Unicef Children Stats; WHO Constitution, UN Charter;

• **Public Health Chapter Activities Page** - Spring, 2000 Chapter Newsletter, MHP Alumni Surveys - Class Representation Statistics, MHP Alumni Record On-line

• **Public Health Chapter Home Page** - MHP Alumni Record On-line

• **Public Health Chapter Calendar of Events** - When E-News Bulletins are going out

• **Public Health Data** - AHRQ's MEPS Web Site

• **Public Health Practice** - 2 links for survey research, AIDS Research survey instruments, SMOG


• **Public Health Sites H-L** - Infectious Disease - links to WHO's Disease Outbreak News, and Weekly Epidemiological Record, StopTB, International Health - 3 links,

• **Public Health Sites M-N** - AMA's Cultural Competency Compendium, AISHealth - Managed Care site

• **Public Health Sites N** - Z - School Based Health Centers, School Nurse Sites, NASBE's Safe & Healthy Schools Web site, Smoke Free Families; Surgeon General's Report on Tobacco

• **SCSU Home Page** - Special Project Proposal Planning Template, MHP Alumni Record On-line, Syllabi for PCH 593, 594, Guidelines for Sections 4 &5, Statistical Reporting 101, Statistical Reporting for the Special Project

• **Search Engine Sites - health** - 5 new links, AISHealth's super Health care Links Page

• **Search Engine Sites** - Public Health 8 new links
April - June, 2001

New Pages

- **Publications** What I have in print, aside from what's on the Net, now all in one place.
- **Public & Private Sector Jobs - A Comparison** My attempt to match up public sector job titles with those in the private and non-profit sector. Check it out and let me know what you think.
- **Research Resources on the Internet** - A spinoff from the Public Health Practice Page I have added 52 new links (yes, five two) to great sites about research design, research tools, measures, glossaries - check it out!!!
- **January - March, 2001** - Yes, the archiving continues!

Updated Pages

All statistics have been updated on the **Site Maps**, and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually at the beginning of each month.

- **Annotated Great Books Bibliography** Review of Bing's What Would Machiavelli Do?
- **Annotated Internet Bibliography** Review of MaranGraphics cool new book, HTML
- **Annotated Statistics Bibliography** Review of Urdan's Statistics in Plain English (Great book) Biostatistics/Statistics Sites 36 new links about sample sizes, also sample size calculators; StatPrimer 4.0 and Data Analysis with Epi Info, 29 new links to statistical helps on the Web, Shodor.Org math simulations
- **Consumer Health Information** Health Calculators; Cochrane Collaboration Consumer Network
- **CT Public Health Resources** New section on Environmental Health - 4 links; West Nile Virus Info; Connect for Kids; 9 new links - Consumer Protection, etc.; CT Digital Library - Portal Site
- **Epidemiology Sites A - L** History of Controlled Trials; Data Analysis with Epi Info 6
- **Cool & Useful Sites** - AdCritic.Com
- **Grants** NPIN Funding Database
- **Government Statistics Sites** Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
- **Health Education Sites** School Health e-journal, Educational Assessment Link, Medicating Kids; Links to Assessment and Evaluation methods
- **Health Professional Resources** 2 medical research links; Check your heart I.Q., AHRQ's Preventive Services Web site; Antibiotic Use (Belgian biosafety server), Drug Info, Cochrane Collaboration Consumer Network
- **Healthy People 2020** Healthy states 2010 - 3 links; Healthy Vision 2010; Public Health Foundation's Environmental Health Page
- **Information Quality** 2 links to Mitretek regarding Web site evaluation, President Bush's statement regarding privacy of health information, AHRQ's National Quality Measures Clearinghouse; 56 new links to benchmarking, best practices, continuous quality improvement, data collection and presentation standards, outcome measures, structure, process and outcome sites; performance indicators, performance measures, quality assurance, standards setting, total quality management, HCFA's Health Care Indicators
- **Kids' Educational & Health Sites** Medicating Kids, Tobacco-Free Kids, Field Museum, Bird Conservation, 4 new links to sites about bullying, Shodor.Org Scientific simulations
- **Kids' Fun Sites** Crayola.Com, Moccu.Com (Great Interactive stuff)
- **Koo Sar Net** Coalition to End Childhood Lead Poisoning
- **Maternal Child Health** AHRQ's new Child Health Tool Box
- **Movies** - THIS IS MY SEASON!!! I have links to all the cool movies - Mummy 2, Tomb Raider, Jurassic Park, Final Fantasy. Okay, I love Sci Fi!!!
- **Public Health Data A-D** County-level data search engine
- **Public Health Data E-H** State healthcare expenditures; Disparities in teen pregnancy data; HCUP data site; HCFA's Health care Indicators; Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
- **Public Health Data** Occupational Deaths (MMWR); maternal child health links, state-specific injury profiles;
- **Public Health Documents** Medicaid reimbursements to pediatrics, HCFA's PC Pricer software; nursing shortage; medical errors; patient safety task force; Global Directory of Health Information Centres; First Three Years (NGA); Child Health Kit; State Health 2001 Priorities
- **Public Health Practice** Assessment - AHRQ's new Child Health Tool Box, 3 research methods links
- **Public Health Sites A - C** Check your Heart I.Q.
- **Public Health Sites D - G** Environmental Health - 4 sites
- **Public Health Sites I - L** International Public Health - UNWire; Infectious Disease - West Nile Virus Info, National Network for Immunization Info
- **Public Health Sites M - Z** 2 new oral health sites, National Community for Latino Leadership; Women's Health 3 new AHRQ sites
- **Research Resources on the Web** Integrity in Research Database; research tools, data collection & presentation methods, evaluation methods, glossaries, HCFA's page for researchers, HCFA's Health care Indicators, and 52 new links to research methods, etc. Cochrane Collaboration Consumer Network. Check this page out!!! Defining evil and pain
- **Search Engines - Health** Drug Info
- **Useful Sites** New Section - Debunking Hoaxes & Myths - 4 links, Health Calculators
- **Webmastering Resources** Site Add - search engine submission
- **Web site Search Engines** Search Power MetaSearch Engine; Taber's Medical Dictionary
- **Writing Resources on the Net** 4 new links about writing press releases; 18 new links to writing standards

---

**July - September, 2001**

---

**New Pages**

- **DCF's Talking to Children & Adolescents About National Traumatic Events** Yes, I got their permission to share this great information sheet that provides guidance to adults on how to help our most vulnerable to cope with senseless tragedies.
- **Healthcare Quality** A spin-off from my Information Quality Web page. It looks like the trend to looking at the quality of healthcare is taking on a more information-based twist. I believe this is because of HIPAA, and the concern people have over the privacy of health information. Of course, this is sort of related, inaccurate health information would definitely have an impact on the healthcare you receive. Imagine a doctor having to make a diagnosis based on inaccurate information! I have re-organized both pages. Just added "The Provider's Guide to Quality & Culture (Cultural Competence)
- **PCH 593 - Section 3, Part 1)** My guidelines for writing Section 3 of Special Project Proposal
- **PCH 593 - Section 3, Part 2)** My guidelines for writing Section 3 of Special Project Proposal
- **SCSU Public Health Alumni Chapter MPH Accreditation Committee - Annual Membership (1994 - Present)** Here is a listing of all the Public Health alumni who have served on the MPH Accreditation Committee I chair. Many thanks to these wonderful volunteers!
- **Special Project & Thesis Advisees** Here's a listing of all the graduate students I have advised since 1998. They all have their MPH degrees and I am very proud of all of them.
- **Web site Polls Statistics** Yes! I finally decided to create a page that summarizes all the findings from the ongoing polls on this Web site. Another "joyful" page for statheads. I cannot believe that there have been a total of 741 responses to date to the 6 polls I have on the site!!
- **April - June, 2001 - Yes, the archiving continues!**

---

**Updated Pages**

All statistics have been updated on the Site Maps and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually at the beginning of each month.
• Academic Index Advises listing
• Annotated Data Bibliography 5 textbooks on ACCESS 2000 - all good, and I've read them all
• Annotated Great Books Review of McFarlane & Saywell's "How Far Will You Go?"; Gladwell's "The Tipping Point"
• Annotated Public Health Practice Bibliography Gladwell's "The Tipping Point"
• Annotated Statistics Bibliography Foster's Data Analysis Using SPSS; Diamond & Jefferies's Basic Statistics.
• Biostatistics & Statistics Sites - 2 new links, Health Sciences Search Engines, Public Health Search Engines, Public Health Data, Research Info.Com's Software Page, Sample Size and Confidence Interval Calculators
• CT Public Health Links The Health of CT - Best Practices; DCF
• Epidemiology Sites L-Z Mapping - CDC's atlases of heart disease and men, and women; Updated Guidelines for Evaluating Public Health Surveillance Systems; CDC's Visualizing Health Statistics Project
• Government Statistics Sites Ask Hrsa, Census links - Child Poverty; FDA's Kids & Tobacco Compliance Checker
• Grants! added 49 (yes, forty-nine links) to grant sites (commercial, government and nonprofits), Health, US, 2001
• Healthcare Quality Quality Forum's National Goals for Healthcare Improvement, Serious Adverse Events Draft Reports; 13 links about Medicare; 5 links about healthcare accreditation
• Health Education Resources School Health - National Guidelines.Org
• Health Professional Resources Healthcare Acronyms; CDC's Atlases of Heart Disease and Men, and Women
• Health Sciences Search Engines Medline Plus - Health Statistics
• HTML Page Link to W3C's HTML standards
• Kids Index Page FREE Search Engine Page
• Kids' Health Sites Lead poisoning, New health issues section - Kids & Violence - 5 links, Education - FREE (US Government goldmine of information links), Dealing with Feelings, Life, American Table Manners; Lead Poisoning Tool Kit, Kids & Terrorism - 4 links
• Movies AI, Final Fantasy, Planet of the Apes, The Score, Little Golden Guy, Haiku Movie Reviews, The Movie Times, Reeldirt
• Music Am I right? - misheard lyrics; Planet of Music, Electronica Genre Generator
• Public Health Alumni Mentor Program The 2001-2002 Academic Year Directory is out
• Public Health Alumni Mentor Program 1993-2002 Cumulative listing of all 55 alumni who have served in the program since the beginning
• Public Health Chapter Activities Page MPH Accreditation Committee Membership (1994-Present)
• Public Health Chapter Web Site StatsStats for the past academic year are now online
• Public Health Data E-LHCFA undergoes change; State Health Facts Online, Kids Inpatient Database (KID); Kid Friendly Cities (OR);
• Public Health Data M-Z1999 Mortality Data, Lead Poisoning data, by state; Child's Health 2000
• Public Health DocumentsSurgeon General's library; National Archives & Records Administration; State Health Report Card on Domestic Violence; State Health Initiatives; HCFA's Breast & Cervical Cancer Prevention & Treatment; Surgeon General Supplemental Mental Health Report
• Public Health Mentors 1993-2002 Updated cumulative listing of all mentors since 1993
• Public Health Practice Public Health Foundation's Links Page, The Health of CT - Best Practices
• Public Health Search Engines Public Health Foundation's Links Page, Medline Plus - Health Statistics, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Reference Library
• Public Health Sites A - CCardiovascular Disease - Cholesterol Guidelines
• Public Health Sites D - GEnvironmental Health - Lead testing labs, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Reference Library; Lead Poisoning Tool Kit; MMWR's Strategies to approach Diabetes; MMWR's NYC Response to Terrorists
• Public Health Sites H-L Infectious Disease - Immunization Network; International Health - Health & Human Services Global Health; Global Health.Gov
• Public Health Sites M - ZWomen's Health - Postpartum factsheet, HCFA's Breast & Cervical Cancer Prevention & Treatment; Kids & Tobacco Compliance Checker
• Research Resources on the Net Biostatistics & Statistics Sites, Researchinfo.Com; US Pharmacopeial Convention, Survey Research Tools
• Thesis & Special Project Resource Page - 4 new links for the APA format; all required forms for Special Project and Thesis are available from this site!!!
• Useful Sites American Table Manners, Dealing with Feelings, Helping children cope with national disasters
• US Federal Government Statistics Sites Meta-Search Link; US State & Local Gateway; National Archives & Records Administration
• Writing Resources on the Net Grammar Link
October - December, 2001

New Pages

- **DCF's Talking to Children & Adolescents About National Traumatic Events** Yes, I got their permission to share this great information sheet that provides guidance to adults on how to help our most vulnerable to cope with senseless tragedies.
- **Personality Page** Learn everything there is to know about the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator - the most popular personality assessment tool around. Get to know yourself better. Participate in a poll and declare your 4-letter type!
- **Statistical Procedures Sites** Another spin-off of the Biostatistics/Statistics Sites page. A little more concentrated, heavier duty stuff. In response to the "What do you do poll," New sections for online statistics textbooks, reliability, item analysis, rater agreement and association have been added
- **Statistical Software Sites** This is a spin-off of the Biostatistics/Statistics Sites page. This new page re-organizes those links pertaining to statistical software programs, based on input from the poll. Check this new page for a new poll about what statistical program visitors use.
- **Temperament Page** Links to Keirsey's 4 Temperament Model - are you an intuitive feeler, intuitive thinker, sensing perceiver or sensing judger? Take a poll and guess what my temperament is. Some fun personality tests.
- **Visiting International Government & Nonprofit Institutions** A spinoff page from the Web statistics page. Come check out how many governments and international nonprofit institutions have visited this site. Amazing.
- **Visiting U.S. Government and Nonprofit Institutions** A spinoff page from the Web statistics page. To date, 56 U.S. government institutions have visited this site. I'm just starting to document nonprofit institutions, just so it will be consistent with the non-US visitor listing I am working on.
- **Visiting Public Schools** A spinoff page from the Web statistics page. To date, 59 U.S. public schools and 5 foreign public schools have visited this site. It is so nice that children and teens come by!
- July - September, 2001 - Yes, the archiving continues!

Updated Pages

All statistics have been updated on the Site Maps, and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month.

- **Academic Sites** Links to the 3 statistics-related pages on the my Web site
- **Annotated Great Books** Gladwell's "The Tipping Point"
- **Annotated Public Health Practice Bibliography** Gladwell's "The Tipping Point"
- **Biostatistics/Statistics Sites** Revamped. Check it out. You can get to and back from the additional pages added to the 2nd most popular page on this Web site.
- **Children with Special Health Care Needs** - Health in Schools - Special Ed
- **Connecticut Public Health**11/22 - The whole page has been revamped - all the dead links have been cleaned off. 3 CT Hospital Association Resource Links Sites, CT Health Policy Project - 5 links; GreatkidsCt.Org, Attorney General's Office
- **Epidemiology Sites A - KM** 7th lecture for "A Brief Introduction to Epidemiology
- **Epidemiology Sites L-Z** Mapping - CDC's Visualing Health Statistics Project, Map.Net; NEDSS document
- **Government Statistics Sites** Ask Hrsa, Federal Register, 1994 to Present
- **Health Care Quality** HRSA's The Quality Center, Provider's Guide to Quality and Culture, CT Hospital Association Links, Quality of Care for Underserved Populations publications; AHRQ's A Step-by-Step Guide to Delivering Clinical Preventive Services: A Systems Approach
- **Health Education** School Health - PBS and NY Times Terrorism Lesson Plans, Pew's Report on the Internet and Education, Education achievement data
- **Healthy People 2020** Companion Healthy People Sites; Healthy People 2000 - Final Review
- **HTML Page** Link to W3C's HTML standards
- **Information Quality** The Health of CT - Best Practices; Updated Guidelines for Evaluating Public Health Surveillance Systems; US Pharmacopeial Convention, National Guidelines.Org - School health, Institute of Medicine recently released reports
- **Kids' Health Sites** American Table Manners; Lead Poisoning Tool Kit, Terrorism-related links - School Health.Org, Connecticut for Kids, Asthma in Children, Powerful Girls Have Powerful Bones, more links to dealing with terrorism.
- **Maternal Child Health** A link to the CT page has been added to replace all the dead links. The NACCRRRA Resource Exchange
- **Movies** Updated links to movie studio sites, Rock Star, Apocalypse Now
January - March, 2002

New Pages

- **Music** Punk77, The Head Bands, Y2KHAI
- **Poll Statistics** New Poll - What statistical program do you use?
- **Public Health Documents** The Virtual Office of the Surgeon General (finally a page with links to the reports!)
- **Publications** Links to professional publications I have on the Net
- **Public Health Alumni Mentor Program** The 2001-2002 Academic Year Directory is out
- **Public Health Data A-D** CDC's 2001 State Health Profiles; Community data - State Development Data 2001, New Topic - Bioterrorism
- **Public Health Data** Health Dept Data - CA, TX (Vitalnet), RI kids stats
- **Public Health Data I - Z** Maternal Child Health - Birth, Abortions, Fetal Deaths (Vitalnet); Morbidity & Mortality - Epigram, Multicod, Medtrend (Vitalnet), Oncogram (Cancer Registry), Vitalnet, Canadian Institute of Health Information, Infectious Disease - Anthrax
- **Public Health Documents** CDC’s 2001 State Health Profiles, Public Health Workforce, Federal Register, 1994 to Present, new section health disparities, Consequences of Uninsurance (IOM), 5 Healht Policy resource links
- **Public Health Mentors 1993-2002** Updated cumulative listing of all mentors since 1993
- **Public Health Sites A - C** MMWR's Strategies to approach Diabetes; MMWR's NYC Response to Terrorists, CDC Emergency Preparedness Page
- **Public Health Sites D - G** MMWR's Strategies to approach Diabetes; MMWR's NYC Response to Terrorists, CDC Emergency Preparedness Page
- **Public Health Sites H-L** Global Health.Gov, 10 links to Anthrax information
- **Public Health Sites M - T** Minority Health - Healthfinder in Spanish, Women and Health Disease
- **Research Resources** New section on Measurement, with 3 links
- **Search Engines - Health** Healthfinder in Spanish
- **Statistical Programs** SAS Resources
- **Useful Sites** American Table Manners, Dealing with Feelings, Helping children cope with national disasters, Worst Case Scenarios, Hurricane Information Links
- **US Federal Government Statistics Sites** 3 links to crime statistics
- **Web site Search Engines** Medical Acronym and Medical Article Search; Family Friendly Sites Search; Health Library Search Engine, took off SearchPower.Com (went defunct)
- **Writing Resources on the Net** Grammar Link, Strategic use of the Internet

---

**2002 E-News Index Page** to start for 2002. I will be providing some info on how to cite Public Health E-News as a reference using APA format, and a listing of sources I use for the newsletter.

**Terms of Use & Privacy Policy** - Even though this is a personal Web site, and I really don't have to have such documents, I thought it would be good practice to have a page that spells out simply what my thoughts are in terms of how this Web site should be used and a simple privacy policy to inform those who want to know what my stance is regarding privacy. These issues are already covered more extensively on my Quality Statement Page and the Healthy People 2010 Objective 11.4 Page for the truly interested. This page will be accessible from all the Web pages - once I get a chance to add the link on...

**Visitors - International Universities & Colleges U - Z**. I had to split the original page because it got too long. Come see how many universities and colleges there are around the world!

**Ratings, Etc.** I decided to revamp my Awards Page - which has some new awards. I moved all the rating icons to this page. Ratings are not really awards, per se, but they do reflect that the site has been reviewed to see if it meets a specific criteria set by a rating organization. For example, this Web site can be visited by your child and/or parent, which means this is a clean site.

**U.S. Colleges & Universities U - ZI** had to split the Visiting U.S. Colleges & Universities because there are now over 500 colleges listed. Thanks for visiting.

**Web site Medical Search Engines** This is a spin page off the very popular Web site Search Engines Page, which got too big. Now all the health-related Search Engines have a page of their own, with room to grow. 3/13 - just added - Med411.Com Medical Search Engine, E-medicine.Com Quick Reference, World Medical Library Search (E-Medicine), Medology Search, MedlinePlus Search
Updated Pages

All statistics have been updated on the Site Maps, and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month.

- Annotated Great Books Bibliography Review of Macrone's Eureka! 81 Key Ideas Explained
- Annotated Public Health Practice Bibliography Review of Aday et al's Evaluating the Health Care System
- Career Information Ct Labor Market Info
- CT Public Health Resources CT Managed Care Ombudsman, CT Labor Market Information, CT continuing ed
- Consumer Health Information - General Information Caffeine Calculator, About generic drugs
- Epidemiology Sites L-Z Mapping - Web Tools
- Healthcare Quality Mepsnet, 6 AHRQ links, CHCS Toolkit AHRO's 1st CAHPS Annual Report, state measurement strategies, Early Intervention Research Institute, Putting Prevention into Practice, Medical Error fact sheets, Health Privacy Project
- Health Education Education World
- Health Information for Professionals Virtual Hospital, Pancreatica.Org, National Guideline.Gov - Updated and Old Summaries, E-medicine's ETools (really good), ConsumerDrugInfo
- Healthy People 2020 Healthy People 2010 - Reproductive Health; Healthy Workplace; Public Health Foundation's project for public health professionals; Healthy People 2010 Companion Sites Page
- HTML Page Adobe Online Tools
- Kids' Health Links AntiDrug.Com, Milk Matters; Education - College info, Asthma and Schools.Org,
- Movies Pages Links to the latest movies I've seen - The Time Machine, Collateral Damage, We Were Solders, A Beautiful Mind, Black Hawk Down, The Count of Monte Cristo, The Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter, Behind Enemy Lines
- Music Page How to Burn Music CDs
- Public Health Continuing Education Bioterrorism Course, CMS E-learning Link, NHLBI Women Healthy Heart Initiative
- Public Health Data Search Engines Meps Compendium Tables, Welfare Rules Database
- Public Health Data - Health Insurance, Disease Info Meps links, Medicare Chartbook; 2002 Heart and Stroke Stats Update, Youth Risk Behavior Survey, National Study on Drug Use, Monitoring the Future Survey, MEPSNet, HC, Patient Sample Database, State Health Insurance
- Public Health Data - MCH MCH data, Peristats (March of Dimes), EPSDT summary, Women's Health Data, Right Start Data
- Public Health Search Engines NLM's Index of Surgeon General documents
- Public Health Sites Adolescent Survey
- Research Resources on the Net 7 stages of public opinion, questions to ask about poll results; sources and resources on polling, Connect for Kids, Pediatric Growth Chart
- Public Health Sites - Environmental Alliance to End Children Lead Poisoning
- Search Engines - Education, A to G Education World; Current Events - New York Times Search
- Search Engines - Health Virtual Hospital
- Search Engines - Public Health Virtual Hospital
- Statistical Procedures Best Estimates - Guide to Sample Size & Margin of Error
- Statistical Software New Section - On-line Data set - 9 links; Free Statistical Software site
- Useful Sites Find your school, Consumer Information, Consumer Week,
- Webmastering Resources HOW to Set Up and Maintain a Web site
- Writing Resources OWL's Handouts - Index
April - June, 2002

New Pages

- **Charting & Graphing Data; Presenting Data** A brand new page devoted to the fine art of presenting data without using numbers!!! After reviewing hundreds of sites (no kidding), I have found the best for showing you how to chart, graph, map (whatever term you want to use) your numbers so they will be palatable to your audience. This page sort of provides an interface for my Biostatistics/Statistics Page, Statistical Programs Page, Statistical Procedures Page, and the Research Resources Page.
- **Connecticut Job Search Sites** Originally part of the General Job Search Page, Connecticut job sites now have their own page!

Updated Pages

All statistics have been updated on the Site Maps, and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month.

- **Annotated Data and Software Bibliography** Norulsis' Guide to Data Analysis with SPSS10.0; Argyrous' Statistics for Social & Health Research. With a Guide to SPSS; SPSS Applications Guide
- **Annotated Epidemiology Bibliography** van Belle's Statistical Rules of Thumb
- **Annotated Skills Bibliography** Racine's Visual Communication. Understanding Maps, Charts, Diagrams and Schematics.
- **Biostatistics/Statistics Sites** Statistics.Com, Interaction Evaluation Resources, Math Dictionary, 2 statistical glossary links, new links for general resources
- **Career Resources** Career Tips
- **Consumer Health Index Page** FDA Recall of phenylpropanolamine
- **Consumer Health - GeneralDisability.Gov, Ask HRSA, CT Jobs Page** Links to State-wide Job Resources
- **CT Public Health Sites** FirstGov's federal agency listing
- **Federal Government Stats** GSA.Gov's Multi-Language Gateway, National Infrastructure Protection Center, HUD Public User Stats, Education Stats, Medically Underserved, Tobacco and Firearms data page, FirstGov's federal agency listing
- **Grants** AHRQ's Grants On-line Database
- **Healthcare Quality** Office for Civil Rights - Privacy of Health Records; Best Practice Initiatives in Public Health, GSA.Gov - Privacy Page, Talking Health Care Quality - excellent resource!!! National Guideline Clearinghouse, Health Care Quality Chartbook, AHRQ's Children Health Care Quality >Health Education Practice Planning and Evaluation Handbook to Reduce Alcohol Problems on Campus, Hearts 'N Parks, Bullying Intervention, National League of Cities
- **Health Resources for Professionals**DermAtlas.Com, Human Web Server
- **Healthy People 2020** Healthy Campus
- **Information Quality** Best Practice Initiatives in Public Health
- **Kids' Index Page**Factmonster.Com Search Engine
- **Kids' Educational/Health Sites** EPA Page for Kids. British Antarctic Survey, Learning about the US Government: The Senate, the Courts, Health - Free online class on bullying, Math Dictionary; College Aid - 6 new links, Main HealthLine's Kids Page and Teens' Page, Mothernaturefanclub.com
- **Maternal Child Health** Preventive Services for Children, Adolescents and Adults
- **Movies**High Crimes, Unfaithful, Spider-Man, Star Wars, Hannibal, Signs, Minority Report, many links for current movies I've seen
- **Public Health Continuing Ed** Bullying
- **Public Health Data** Homeless stats, Diabetes, National Priorities Database, Cancer Health Disparities
- **Public Health Data** Health Behavior - Alcohol Use among childbearing women, CDC's Health Promotion Page, Trends in Adolescent Cigarette Smoking, Asking about physical activity, self-report blood pressure screening.
- **Public Health Documents** The Community Guide, Burden of Chronic Disease, National Guideline Clearinghouse, HRSA's
• Public Health Sites Bioterrorism - Biological and Chemical Weapons, Preventive Services for Children and Adolescents
• Public Health Sites Diabetes - 3 links
• Public Health Sites Injury Prevention - State Injury Indicators
• Public Health Sites Minority Health Links for African American, Asian American, Hispanic American, Native American
• Public Health Sites Tobacco - 2 links
• Research Resources on the Net, National Infrastructure Protection Center Data Presentation - 6 links on line graphs, 3 new links on outcomes, 2 links to evaluation resources
• Search Engines GSA.Gov's Multi-Language Gateway
• Search Engines - Health Emory's Public Health InfoLinks
• Search Engines - Public Health Emory's Public Health InfoLinks
• Statistical Procedures Resampling Stats, new sections on ANOVA, Chi-Square, Regression analysis, t-test, other procedures online resources, statistical reporting, new section on forecasting, new sample size links, more statistical calculator links
• Statistical Software Statistics.Com - Free Downloads, news links for SAS, SPSS, STATA
• Useful Sites FBI Internet Fraud Complaint Site, National Infrastructure Protection Center, FDIC - What should go into your safety deposit box, Disability.Gov, US government phone numbers and e-mail addresses, FirstGov's Citizen Gateway page, Voting and Elections Page, FirstGov's federal agency listing
• Web site Medical Search Engines Biotechfind.Com, National Guideline Clearinghouse
• Web site Search Engine Omni Crawler, Fact Monster
• Women's Health Diabetes Information, Hormone Replacement Therapy, Cervical cancer sites, 2 links to FDA's Women's Page, Pregnancy Registries (for women who took medications while pregnant), HRSA's Women's Health 2002, MedlinePlus - 3 links, National Guidelines Clearinghouse's Breast Cancer Treatment, Preventive Services for Adults, Children and Adolescents, Domestic Violence

July - September, 2002

New Pages

• Columbia University School of Nursing On-line Alumni Update Page
• Public Health E-News Documentation Page Information about the Public Health E-News Electronic Newsletter - how to cite it as a research reference. It will eventually list all the sources I have used to compiled this newsletter.
• Public Health E-News January - June 2002 Table of Contents. This was originally part of the Index Page - now it has its own page
• Public Health E-News July - December 2002 Table of Contents. Starting with the listings of contents for the July 2002 Newsletter

Public Health Expertise Network of Mentors All 10 Web pages for this program can be found on this Site Map. The 2002-2003 Directory is still being developed. This is an expansion of the SCSU Public Health Alumni Mentor Program (PHAM).
• Public Health Jobs A - G Had to split the Public Health Jobs Page into 3. This one now includes links to general, biostatistics, environmental health, epidemiology and government public health jobs sites.
• Public Health Job Sites H - Z This page includes Health policy, health program management, international health, research and university job sites.
• Quality Index Page Finally - an index page from which you can get to all the quality-related pages, and there are a number of them. I have noticed these pages are increasingly getting visited a lot.
• Visitor Index Page - An index of all the visitor listings (14 in all). The new visitor listing pages can be found below, in the "Pages That Are Continuously Updated" section.

Updated Pages

All statistics to be updated can be found on the Site Maps, and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month.
October - December, 2002
New Pages

- July - September, 2002 What's New Page
- Cardiovascular Disease Index Page
- Cardiovascular Disease - General Information
- Cardiovascular Disease - Specific Information
- Careers in Public Health What Do Public Health Professionals Do?
- Diabetes Glycemic Index
- Women's Health - General Information
- Women's Health - Life Cycle & Other Issues New sections added - Sexually Transmitted Diseases, Osteopososis, AIDS/HIV, Treatment Guidelines, Infertility, Hormone Replacement Therapy;
- Women's Health - Breast Cancer, Cervical Cancer and Heart Disease

Updated Pages

All statistics to be updated can be found on the Site Map Index Page, and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month.

- Annotated Bibliography - Epidemiology William Oleckno's Essential Epidemiology
- APA Format Information University of Connecticut's APA Citations - very good
- Biostatistics/Statistics Sites 2 new links
- CT Public Health Resources 6 new links to resources
- Consumer Health Information Wellness, New Topics: Alternative/Complementary Medicine, Senior Health, Medfriendly.Com, Buying drugs overseas, FDA site, Insure.Com, Chinese Thunder God Vine; Health Insurance info from MedlinePlus; Understanding Health Insurance, and Health Plans, Medicare section, 10 news links to nutrition and fitness; new section - health calculators, Fitness.Gov, Nutrition links, tobacco section, National Nutriton Summit, USDA Food Inspection Page
- Death & Dying Info from MedlinePlus and National Cancer Institute
- Health Care Quality 2 links, HealthCareCoach.Com, Cultural Competence links, AHRQ's Inpatient Quality Indicators software, Medicare.gov
- Health Education Resources School Health - 4 links, University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Nursing Health Promotion Links
- Health Professional Resources Hand-hygiene guidelines, Health Facilities
- Health Search Engines 4Woman.Gov Online resources
- Healthy People 2020 Public Health Foundation link to state initiatives
- Information Quality Evaluating Polls, Public Health Practice Standards, Freedom of information links
- Kids' Education and Health Links 12 re: September 11; Helping Kids with homework - 4 links, Students.gov, National Park Service, managing money, plants database
- Maternal Child Health MCH Library; Exercise for kids
- Movies.Com Filmwise.Com
- Personality Page Keirsey's Expansion of his temperament model into 16 personality types to fit Myers Briggs
- Public Health DataUS Health 2002; Invasive Cervical Cancer
- Public Health Data Women's health data - 2 links, Infant mortality; Child Health 2002; Abortion Surveillance Report
- Public Health Documents Women and Smoking, two Institute of Medicine Reports - Health Insurance is a Family Matter, Chronic Pulmonary Disease Surveillance, Hand Hygiene Guidelines, Medicare.gov
- Public Health Practice Public Health Practice Standards, Public Health Foundation competencies resource links
- Public Health Sites A-C Bioterrorism - 6 links; AIDS - US Task Force Guidelines for antiretroviral drugs for pregnant women
- Public Health Sites D-G Diabetes - 4 links, Emergency Disaster Preparedness - 2 links, Help Yourself to a healthy home
- Public Health Sites H-I Infectious Disease - West Nile - 2 links, Smallpox - new section - 4 links
- Public Health Sites M-O Men's Health - 3 links on prostate disease, Nutrition - 2 links on eating disorders; Minority Health - Native American/Alaskan site
- Public Health Sites P-Z Tobacco - 5 links, Surgeon General link, AHRQ's new Tobacco page - this really good
- Public Health Practice TurningPoint.
- Statistical Procedures Percentages, Standard Errors links
- Statistical Programs Webstats, percentage calculators; health calculators
- Temperament I fixed the pages for the Keirsey Types (they renamed their pages

• Useful Sites for Everyday Living: Airline information (links), housing information (5 links), travel information, Internet fraud
• US Government Stats: USDA report
• Web site Poll Statistics: Statistics up to August 2002
• Web Development: Stupid Linking policies
• Web site Search Engines: TutorGig.Com - Search for an online tutorial on a subject you can use some tutoring. Great resource
• Women's Health: Girls' Health - 4 links, Breast Cancer - 2 links, Women and Smoking (SG Report)
• Women's Health - General Info: Myhealthtestreminder.com
• Women's Health - Other Issues: Guidelines for antiretroviral drugs for pregnant women; Ovarian Cancer, Hormone Replacement Therapy; Black Cohosh and Menopause; Tobacco links
• Women's Health - Breast Cancer, Cervical Cancer, Heart Disease: MedlinePlus links for cervical cancer, Breast cancer treatment guidelines, Myhealthtestreminder.com

Outdated Pages

These pages are noted in the Site Maps. Most of the pages I have taken off are old syllabi.

January - March 2003

New Pages

• January - June, 2003 Public Health E-News Table of Contents. Contents for January 15 and February 15 issues are up!
• Kudos Page: Nice words go a long way - comments from visitors who like what this Web site has to offer..... You can send in something, too!
• October - December, 2002 What's New Page
• Web site Poll Stats Archives: Yes! It had to happen. Now that I have over two years' worth of poll stats I thought it was time to start archiving. So, on this page you will find poll stats from 2001 and 2002. Because a couple of Internet polling companies went under, I had to restart most of my polls. I did manage to salvage the totals and percentages before I lost those services, which you will find here.
• Resume Index Page
• Resume/CV
• Resume (Education)
• Resume (Quality Assurance/Quality Management)
• Resume (Research Project & Program Management)
• Resume (Web/Internet)

Updated Pages

All statistics to be updated can be found on the Site Maps, and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month.

• Annotated Internet Bibliography: 3 new entries - about computers, internet and web authoring
• Biostatistics & Statistics Sites: Westgard
• Cardiovascular Disease - General Issues: High Blood Pressure Info; Lowering Cholesterol; Healthy Diet Recommendations; Heart Diseases - Prevention, C-Reactive Protein Testing; Lipid Management in Adults, Homocysteine and stroke risk
- **Cardiovascular Disease - Disease Info** Heart Attack; Heart Failure guidelines; Heart Surgery, Heart failure guidelines; Angioplasty
- **Career Resources** A slew of new career assessment sites!!!
- **Cool & Useful Sites Index** Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Page Link
- **CT Public Health** CT Health Policy.Org's State Budget Crisis Page; CT's Top 100 Web sites; Dept of Labor, Unemployment Info; State Fact Sheet; Median Income
- **Consumer Health** Periodic Health Examinations - Summary - National Guideline Clearinghouse; Recommendations to increase physical activity in communities - National Guidelines Clearinghouse; FDA's Consumer Health Information for Better Nutrition; Poison Checklist, Online Checkups, National Health Information Center; Putting Prevention to Work; Handling Disputes with managed care companies; Consumer Assistance; Food safety; Acrylamide, Dietary Fiber, Antioxidants, About your medicines, sleeping and weight gain, organizations that provide support to families dealing cancer
- **Diabetes** California's Basic Guidelines for Diabetes Care, Recommendations for healthcare system and self-management education interventions to reduce morbidity and mortality from diabetes; Women's Issues - postmenopausal hormone therapy and blood sugar, Asian American and Diabetes, National Institute of Diabetes, Digestive and Kidney Disease links, Diabetic Eye, Foot, Nerve Problems
- **Epidemiology Sites A - L** Epidemiology in a Nutshell (really cool)
- **Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About** Bioterrorism (FEMA); China; Fine Art
- **Federal Government Stats** USDA - Median Income stats
- **Graphics** Freegraphics.Com
- **Graphing Data** New section on Quality Control graphing and data presentation
- **Health Care Quality** Patient Issues; Quality of Life; AHRQ's Web M&M Web site, Cultural Competence, Lab Accreditation, National Quality Measures Clearinghouse, 6 Institute for Health Freedom links, Putting Prevention into Practice; Institute of Medicine's 20 Priority Areas; Autopsy data, Cultural Competence resources; Autopsies; Patient Issues; 20 tips to preventing medical errors in children; How safe is your hospital?, 3 links to US Preventive Services, Guide to Clinical Preventive Services; New JACHO section, numerous new links for quality measurements, Westgard.Com (great resource), National Quality Measures Clearinghouse (very good)
- **Health Education** Assessment and Evaluation resources from the National Service-Learning Clearinghouse
- **Health Professional Resources** Putting Prevention to Work, Controlled-Trails.Com
- **Information Quality** Results of HON's survey of health and medical Internet Users
- **Kinds' Index Page** Kids AU Search Engine
- **Kids' Health Sites** Star Sleeper (Garfield), Children's Page (MedlinePlus), Homosexuality: Facts for Teens (Family Doctor.Org), Health in Schools.Org
- **Kids' Fun Sites** Lady Liberty Fireworks, Interactive Christmas Card; Green Valley Elementary School's Games on Line
- **Maternal & Child Health** Culturally Competent Services
- **Movies** Links to the Newest Movies, Revamped 3/12 - entirely. It is really different now.
- **Personality Page** Type Focus
- **Public Health Data** Rural and Urban Health data
- **Public Health Documents** Cultural Competence Documents, Preventive Services
- **Public Health Sites** Bioterrorism -2 Emergency Preparedness links; Colorectal Cancer and Screening; Cardiovascular Disease links have been moved to the Cardiovascular Disease Page
- **Public Health Sites** Diabetes links have been moved to the Diabetes Page
- **Public Health Sites** Infectious Disease - MRSA - Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus aureus
- **Public Health Sites** Minority Health - Culturally Competent Services, Men's Health - Latex Condoms, Prostate cancer and smoking
- **Public Health Sites** Tobacco - Smoking (MedlinePlus); Tobacco prevention guidelines
- **Public Health Continuing Education** Pediatric Managed Care; Service Learning Clearinghouse
- **Public Health Demographic Data** FDA ISSUES GUIDANCE FOR COLLECTION OF RACE AND ETHNICITY DATA IN CLINICAL TRIALS FOR FDA REGULATED PRODUCTS; American Cancer Society 2003 stats
- **Public Health Surveillance Data** Surveillance for Safety After Immunization: Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS)
- **Public Health Sites** Bioterrorism - Fema, MedlinePlus
- **Public Health Sites** Infectious Diseases - CDC Smallpox vaccination information links, West Nile Virus and blood transfusions, Smallpox Vaccination - Clinician Info; Infection Control
- **Research Resources on the Net** 5 Informed consent info links, Controlled-Trails.Com, National Service-Learning Clearinghouse resources for assessment and evaluation; Measurement standards, National Quality Measures Clearinghouse, Definitions of Measures
- **Search Engines - Health** Cancer.gov
- **Statistical Functions** Quality control functions
- **Temperament Page** Other Models
- **Useful Sites** Decorating Safely for the Holidays, Consumer Web Site, Free Printable Calendars, Area Codes, in numerical order, Financial Calculators, Urban Legends Reference Page

- **Web Resources on the Net**
  - Webdev.resources.net
  - Web Resources
  - Web Resources
  - Web site Medical Search Engines
  - Web site Search Engines
  - Women's Health

**Web Resources on the Net**
- Widex Link Popularity Check; Freedomlist - where to get free/cheap ISP services
- Web Development Resources Best-Templates.Com, Xenu Link Sleuth (really good!)
- Web Resources Netcraft.Com; MC MSCE
- Women's Health AHRQ's Care of Women in U.S. Hospitals 2000; General Women's Health Page (MedlinePlus); Hospital stays for women
- Women's Health Issues 2001 consensus guidelines for the management of women with cervical cytological abnormalities; Smoking Cessation; 4 new pregnancy links, 3 new prenatal care links; HIV and Pregnancy, Pregnancy Loss, Parenting, Infertility, Pelvic Inflammatory Disease, Latex condoms and STDs; Diagnosis and Treatment of Osteoporosis; Oral contraceptives and cancer, DES Info (CDC), STD screening, Depression guidelines, Osteoporosis guidelines, Prenatal care guidelines
- Women's Health Breast Cancer - Early reproductive events; Heart disease and women; Prevention of breast cancer; Cervical Cancer Screening Guidelines; MedlinePlus - Cervical cancer and Breast Cancer; Risk factors for heart disease, mammographies and young women; Cervical Cancer screening; DES info (CDC), Breast Disease Guidelines

3/21/2003  - SITE INDEX NOW AVAILABLE

April - June 2003

New Pages

- A Brief Introduction to Epidemiology Lecture Series Yes, finally, I have completed developing these lectures - a baker's dozen. Though housed at the University of Pittsburgh's Supercourse Online Site, you can get to all of these lectures currently online from this page. It was only a matter of time before I got to enumerating these....
- Healthcare Data Issues and Standards
- Healthcare Quality Standards
- Healthcare Quality Issues

Updated Pages

All statistics to be updated can be found on the Site Maps and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month. March stats are up 4/5/03.

- Annotated Academe Bibliography Gigerenzer's Calculated Risks. How to Tell When Numbers Deceive You
- Annotated Biostatistics Bibliography Gigerenzer's Calculated Risks. How to Tell When Numbers Deceive You
- Annotated Data Bibliography Puri's Spss in Practice
- Annotated Epidemiology Bibliography Gigerenzer's Calculated Risks. How to Tell When Numbers Deceive You
- Annotated Great Books Bibliography Gigerenzer's Calculated Risks. How to Tell When Numbers Deceive You
- Annotated Public Health Skills Bibliography (1) Gigerenzer's Calculated Risks. How to Tell When Numbers Deceive You
- Annotated Public Health Skills Bibliography (2) Gigerenzer's Calculated Risks. How to Tell When Numbers Deceive You
- Annotated Statistics Bibliography Gigerenzer's Calculated Risks. How to Tell When Numbers Deceive You; Baker's Idiot's guide to business statistics
- Biostatistics/Statistics Sites Psychwatch.Com's Stats Page; Understanding risk; BMJ's How to read paper: Statistics for the Non-statistician
- Cardiovascular Disease AGA Obesity Statement; Cardiology - Robert Matthews MD site; Cocaine and heart attacks; NHLBI links; Mayo Clinic - controlling high blood pressure; NHS/NICE heart info
- Cardiovascular Disease ACR guidelines for congenital heart disease in adults; MedlinePlus - Thrombophlebitis, Pulmonary Embolism; Heart failure and myocardial infarction guidelines
- Career Resources U.S. Dept of Interior's super site; Job-hunt.org, 6 new links about looking for jobs, DOI's other career

sites page, Resumetutor!, Career Briefs, 3 new occupational info links,

- **Children with Special Health Care Needs**: Birth Defects and Disability Web-based Resource Guide
- **Connecticut Jobs Page** Job-Hunt.Org's CT page
- **Connecticut Public Health Resources**: Dept of Public Safety, Dept of State Police, Sex Offender Registry
- **Consumer Health Information**: General Health 24 Quizzes & Calculators, AGA Obesity statement, Protecting Yourself - Firstgov.gov; FamilyDoctor.Org the Virtual Body, MDLinx; Financial assistance for health issues, Pharmaceutical price information, Obesity (MedlinePlus), Alternative Cancer Therapies, Alternative and Complementary Medicine; Q & A about Homeopathy, President's Fitness Council Links Page; Lung Cancer Risk Assessment; child safety; Food safety; What You Should Know about Herbal and Dietary Supplement Use and Anesthesia; First Aid/Emergencies, Nutrition
- **Cool Sites** The World's Worst Puns
- **CT Public Health**: 2003-2005 Budget; Census CT quick facts
- **Diabetes Resources on the Net**: Massachusetts guidelines for adult diabetes; 10 new links to American Diabetes Association positions statements regarding diabetes care, etc, CDC eliminate diabetes disparities, MedlinePlus diabetes page; Diabetes and Pregnancy; Multivitamins and birth defects; 3 links to NIDDK - Overview; Type 1 & Type 2; Insulin Resistance and Pre-Diabetes; Intelihealth info on Gestational Diabetes; NHS/NICE diabetes guidelines; US Task Force Diabetes II and Gestational Diabetes guidelines
- **Epidemiology A - L**: Finally, 3 more lectures to my series - on Demographic, case-control and cohort study designs
- **Epidemiology M - Z**: CSTE 2001 Nationally Notifiable Disease Surveillance System (NDSS) Assessment
- **Everything You Ever Wanted to Know...**: Protecting Yourself - Firstgov.gov; Finding universities online, the Virtual Body; Science & Technology (Firstgov.gov); Timelines for everything you can think of; 3 historical timeline links
- **Favorite Movie Sites**: New sections - screensavers and wallpapers (by popular demand); Movie scripts; many more additional links
- **Graphics**: A Graphics Primer, Graphic File Formats
- **Graphing**: New sections - Powerpoint Help - 9 links; Gantt/PERT charts - tons of links; Organizational charts/mapping; Graphing with Excel resource links
- **Grants Page**: National &am Community Corp, National Resource Center grants page/database, OUP database
- **Healthcare Quality Data & Standards**: Public Health Data Standards Consortium (PHDSC) Web-Based Resource Center
- **Healthcare Quality Standards**: Continuous Quality Improvement
- **Health Education Resources**: Psychwatch.Com, Behavioral Health Resources, the Virtual Body, Medslides.Com, Precede/Proceed Section; 3 evaluation links,
- **HTML/HTMLCode Tutorial**: Information Quality; 2 reports from ConsumerWatch.Org re: Web site quality, MedlinePlus - Evaluating health information; 3 links to Web credibility sources, NCI's Web guidelines (super)
- **Kids' Health Page**: Healthy Beginning, the Virtual Body; Children & Terrorism - resources for parents and teachers; Childhood Overweight (APHA); MedlinePlus Children's Health Pages; Child Safety, Summer Safety Tips; Caffeine and kids; Car Safety
- **Kids' Fun Page**: HeroMachine; Cool sites: Popcap.com - online games; Orisinal Online games
- **Maternal Child Health**: Birth Defects and Disability Web-based Resource Guide, CDC's growth and development information pages, child development (MedlinePlus); CDC - eliminate child and adult immunization disparities; new section - health issues - Sudden Infant Death Syndrome; MedlinePlus: Growth Disorders; Genetic Disorders; Metabolic Disorders
- **Movies**: Links to the latest movies I've seen. Neo and the Architect's dialogue in Matrix Reloaded - don't miss this one, Bruce Almighty, Stats section vastly expanded
- **Personality Page**: St. Mary's College - 16 types, MBTI and Careers; Connecting Personality Types with Careers and Jobs; What do these letters represent?
- **Pollstats**: Movie Polls (Men & Women Movie Choices), Phone Booth
- **Public Health Continuing Education**: US DHSS/SAMHSA's Pathway courses - free CHES credits - excellent; NHLBI's Assessment and management of overweight and obesity in adults - free CME
- **Public Health Data**: Disease data - Summary of Notifiable Diseases 2001; MedlinePlus Health Statistics Page; Health & Human Services Data Gateway; Asthma Mortality Maps (NHBLI)
- **Public Health Data**: Public Health surveillance - BRFSS
- **Public Health Data**: CDC - Eliminate immunization disparities
- **Public Health Documents**: Alliance for Health Reform - Sourcebook for Journalists 2003; HealthierUS - The Power of Prevention; Center for Health Professions
- **Public Health E-news**: January - June, 2003 table of contents for March 15, April 15, May 15 issues
- **Public Health Practice**: APHA Model Standards Page, Healthy Cities & Networks, Injury Prevention Evaluation; Understanding risk; Organizational skills - organizational theory, process thinking, etc
- **Public Health Sites**: A-C Bioterrorism - Chemical Weapons, Cancer vaccine primer; CDC and MedlinePlus links to AIDS
• Public Health Sites D-G Environmental Health - Pfiesteria Infections; State of the Air 2003 (American Lung Association); Air Pollution (MedlinePlus); Disasters and Emergency Preparedness (MedlinePlus); Radiation Exposure (MedlinePlus)
• Public Health Sites H-L Infectious Diseases - New Section - Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) - 20+ links to WHO and CDC, National Guideline Clearinghouse - latest information; Smallpox guideline synthesis; Smallpox and women; AAP Smallpox Vaccine guidelines, The whole infectious disease subsection has been revamped; Immune System section added; MedlinePlus - Lyme Disease; Infection Control; Worldwide measles update; FTC's Consumer Alert Re: SARS; CDC's West Nile Virus info; rotovirus, hantavirus information, FDA and SARS
• Public Health Sites M-N Forensic Psychology & Psychiatry Resources, Psychwatch.Com; Minority Health - National Alliance for Hispanic Health; Real Men, Real Depression; General Men's Health -MedlinePlus; CDC's Minority Health Web site, Testicular cancer, DES - Q & A; minority health section re-organized, 6 CDC minority health links; CDC Mental Health Page, MedlinePlus Mental Health Page; Prostate Cancer Info, Prostate Cancer Outcomes Study; Pesticides: Asian American Health - National Library of Medicine Site, Healthfinder Just for you; Older adults and depression; Impotence (MedlinePlus); Lupus and African Americans
• Public Health Sites O-S Seniors' Health (Medline Plus); Screening for Dementia; Public Health Sites T-Z New Zealand Smoking Cessation Guidelines, World No Tobacco Day; Smokeless Tobacco and Oral Cancer; MedlinePlus - Smokeless Tobacco; Surgeon General's Smoking Cessation Guidelines
• Research Resources on the NetPsychwatch.Com's Research Page; CIPP Model - 2 links, Understanding risk; Clinical Trials (MedlinePlus), Census data and cancer rates, BMJ's pages about how to read a research paper; Omni's Research design resources page; NCI's Guidelines strength of evidence; AOD Theasurus - Quick hierarchy of research methods; Komen Types of Research Studies; Komen Data glossary; Komen how to read a research table; UNC's Types of studies and questions
• Search Engines A - L News of the Weird
• Search Engines - Health President's Fitness Council Links Page
• Search Engines - Public Health President's Fitness Council Links Page
• Statistical Functions Garson's Online Text
• Statistical Programs Psychwatch.Com's Research Page; 3 SPSS links; financial calculators
• Temperament Keirsey's The Four Temperaments; Keirsey.Com; Holland Occupational Themes, Holland Self Assessment; Your Music Choice Reveals Your Personality
• US Government Statistics Sites Health & Human Services Data Gateway; MedlinePlus Health Statistics
• Useful Sites Essential Travel Information, Protecting Yourself - Firstgov.gov, the Virtual Body; International governments, Military personnel locator, Firstgov.gov's resources re: America at war; Internet Fraud Complaint Web site; Spammers and Hackers Hall of Shame; US Treasury - New Currency; Pet's Health; Your Social Security Information
• Web Development Resources Image Maps with Excel; NetDummy.com
• Web Resources Tutorials - University of Albany, Speedtest; Spychecker.com; Microsoft Template Gallery; GFI Email Security Check; Spam Laws
• Web site Medical Search Engines National Quality Measures Clearinghouse
• Web site Search Engines Fine Arts Directory, National Services Resource Center Search
• Women's Health Community environment and health outcomes; MedlinePlus - General Women's Health; AHRQ - Women's Health Checklist - very good
• Women's Health Issues High Index - Reproductive Health, Post-menopausal bleeding guidelines, vaginal cancer; Women's role in children's health; Maternal obesity and birth defects; birth defects link, Giving Birth "In Place"; Hormones and Dementia; Domestic Violence- help is available (MayoClinic), Dementia and hormone therapy, WHIMS Study; Menopause years; herbal products for menopause
• Women's Health abortion, miscarriage and breast cancer risk; pharmacological interventions (tamoxifen, raloxifene, and aromatase inhibition) for breast cancer, aromatase inhibitors and breast cancer; What you need to know about breast cancer (NIH), Inflammatory breast cancer, CancerLinks.com; American Cancer Society Updated Breast Cancer Screening guidelines; NHS/NICE Breast Cancer info
• Writing Resources The Writer's Block; new section - Microsoft Word Help

July - September 2003

New Pages

• April - June, 2003 What's New Page

Updated Pages

All statistics to be updated can be found on the Site Maps and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month. March stats are up 4/5/03.

- **Annotated Data Bibliography** Dinwiddie's Charts & Graphics; Dinwiddie's Excel: Formulas & Functions; Wang & Walker's MS Office 2000 for Windows for Dummies; The Basics for SPSS for Windows 10.0; Teach yourself visually - Excel 2000; Teach yourself visually - Microsoft Office 2000
- **Annotated Great Books Bibliography** Iain Levinson's A Working Stiff's Manifesto
- **Annotated Internet Bibliography** MaranGraphics' HTML in an Instant
- **Annotated Statistics Bibliography** Baker's Idiot's guide to business statistics; J.H. Weaver's Conquering Statistics, Numbers without the Crunch
- **Biostatistics/Statistics Sites** Germany and Italy Statistics resources; Firstgov.Gov's Reference Center; Introductory Biostatistics; Statistics at Square One
- **Cardiovascular Disease** NHS/NICE heart info; Coughing & Heart Attack - a rumor; Vitamins and heart disease; Stroke information; Cholesterol info - MedlinePlus; Cardiovascular Disease Info - Mayo Clinic; Circulatry Disease - MedlinePlus; Stroke; 14 cholesterol links; Heart Attack, Coronary Disease, Hypertensive Crisis; Cholesterol - reducing your risk, heart-healthy diet;
- **Cardiovascular Disease** Heart failure and myocardial infarction guidelines; 5 new guidelines from the NGC
- **Career Resources** 10 Worst Mistakes to make in changing careers
- **Connecticut Jobs Page** Job-Hunt.Org's CT page
- **Connecticut Public Health Resources** USA today - CT; new section - CT maps - really cool and useful; new section - CT Data - 20 links to federal and state sources of data; 3 new media sites
- **Consumer Health Information - General** Anatomy; Weight Loss Surgery; Trans fatty acids info - 3 links
- **Cool Sites A - C** EthnicGrocer.com; Kelley Blue Book; Only Books Page; Entertainment - Radiolovers.com; RootsWeb.com, Social Security Death Index, Internment.Com; National Obituary Archive
- **Cool Sites The World's Worst Puns**; New section for Hobbies - Paperfolding.Com; Geneology - Family search, USIGS; JewishGen; Cyndi's List; Ellis Island; Ancestorhunt.com; Social Security Death Index
- **CT Public Health** 2003-2005 Budget; Census CT quick facts
- **Diabetes Resources on the Net** US Task Force Diabetes II and Gestational diabetes guidelines; Diabetes insipidus, insulin study, kidney problems; new guidelines from NGC; CDC - Diabetes Prevalence Data
- **Epidemiology A - L** Epidemiology for the Uninitiated;
- **Everything You Ever Wanted to Know...** Virtual Gumshoe.Com; famous people watched by the FBI; Federal government stats sources, Fourth of July; Money and Taxes; The 80s generation; Jet engines; Political cartoons; Ultimate computer acronym dictionary; Soyoyownannabe; How to Clean Everything
- **Favorite Movie Sites** Links to the latest movies I've seen. Neo and the Architect's dialogue in Matrix Reloaded - don't miss this one, Bruce Almighty, Stats section vastly expanded; Tsai's Soundtrack Page
- **Favorite Music Sites** Paper CD holder; Company Store Band (Bluegrass)
- **Federal Government Statistics** Firstgov.Gov's Reference Center
- **Free Software** EditPad Pro; Old Version.Com; AM Deadlink
- **Grants** GrantsAlert.com; Resources for Grantmakers; Phpartners.Org's Grants and Funding Page; New NIH policy regarding DUNS number
- **Graphing** New clip art links
- **Healthcare Quality Standards** Medicare's Home Health Web page; Institute for Clinical Systems Improvement (real good); NCQA online Quality Dividend Calculator
- **Health Quality Issues** National Quality Forum Finds Consensus on 30 Patient Safety Practices; American Quality Mall Newsfeed - get latest news in the field of quality improvement/management; 2 malpractice links; AHRQ's Safe
Healthcare; Safer Healthcare
  - Health Education Resources
  - Infectious Disease Workshop; Phpartners Health Ed/Health Promotion Page
  - HTML, HTML Code Tutorial
  - Information Quality: NCI's Web guidelines (super)
  - Kids' Health and Science Page
  - MedlinePlus Children's Health Pages: Child Safety, Summer Safety Tips; Caffeine and kids; Car Safety; Talking with Critically Ill Children: Anatomy; New section for teens; new links for Virtual Children's Hospital; Kids Environmental Health Web site (NYEHS/NiH); Infectious Disease Workshop; Sunclock screensaver, Weather Science Hotlist; Homework Help: Aplusmath.com, discoveryschool.com, vocabulary.com, wordsmith.org, nationalgeographic.com/homework, kidsnewsroom.org
  - Kids' Fun Page
  - Popcap.com - online games; Orisinal Online games; Kim Kommando 10 Commandments; Battleship online; Itsyourturn; Automatic Flatterer; 103 games, Bend over Bin Laden; Msn Games Page, CoffeebreakArcade.com, Fourth of July; NIMA Kids Page
  - Movies
  - Hulk, SWAT,
  - Personality Page
  - 2 new personality assessment links
  - PollStats
  - Who contributes the most to health care quality?
  - Public Health Data
  - Phpartners.Org's Health Data Tools and Statistics
  - Public Health Data BFRSS - Chronic Disease stats
  - Public Health Data Tetanus Surveillance
  - Public Health Documents
  - Ann E. Casey's reports in various areas; Astho's health policy publications
  - Public Health E-news
  - Public Health Practice
  - National Center for Cultural Competence Products and Tools; Best Practice Toolbox; 7 new links to Core Competencies; MS Office and Word tutorials; The Cost of a Volunteer; Phpartners.Org's Finding People, Literature and Guidelines, Legislation Page
  - Public Health Sites A-C
  - Rand's Terrorism Database; CDC Facts about Chemical Weapons, Abrin, Paraquat, Strychnine, Sodium Azide; new section - Alcohol - Alcohol & Youth; AIDS (MedlinePlus), AIDS and Marijuana; Surgery and Cancer, SPECT Scan
  - Public Health Sites D-G
  - Electromagnetic Fields (MedlinePlus), Household product safety; Acute Communicable Disease Control (LA County Dept of Health); USAMRIID's Medical Management of Biological Casualties Handbook 4th Ed 2/2001 (US Army Medical Research); Mercury - MedlinePlus; New section - Drug Abuse: Amphetamine abuse, Cocaine Abuse, Heroin Abuse; Drug Abuse (MedlinePlus), Syphilis
  - Public Health Sites H-L
  - Infectious Diseases - NAIAD West Nile Virus info; rotovirus, hantavirus information, MonkeyPox Virus Section - 13+ links, update; SARS updates; Treatment of TB; Latest on West Nile and animals, etc.; SARS case definition; Degmim Hemorrhagic Fever - CDC; Dengue - MedlinePlus; Blood/Blood Transfusion; West Nile Virus and blood donations
  - Public Health Sites M-N
  - Lupus and African Americans; CapCure.com - prostate cancer research link; Prostate Cancer Study Q & A; Vasectomy and Cancer Risk, Prostate Cancer info; Men's Health Checkup Checklist; CDC health status reports for Native Americans (5); Homeless Health Concerns; Male Breast Cancer; Alzheimer's Disease; NIH Alzheimer report; Male Genital Disorders, Peyronie's Disease
  - Public Health Sites O-Z
  - Screening for Dementia; Ergonomics (MedlinePlus); Preventing Deaths, Injuries and Illnesses of Young Workers (NIOSH); Surgeon General's Smoking Cessation Guidelines; Smoking and Youth - MedlinePlus;
  - Public Health Software
  - Terrally.com; Rand McNally
  - Research Resources on the Net
  - UNC's Types of studies and questions; Evaluating the literature; screening and diagnostic tests; study designs; how to read a paper
  - Resources for Health Professionals
  - General Pediatrics.Com, Virtual Children's Hospital, Pediatric Radiology.Com; Dermatlas.Com
  - Search Engines Index
  - 5 Invisible Web links
  - Search Engines - Health
  - Virtual Children's Hospital, General Pediatrics.com; WebMd mdical library
  - Search Engines - Public Health
  - Statistical Functions
  - Visual Statistics with multimedia; Intro to logistic regression; STAts Web, TaxaSoft stats tutorial; Statsoft electronic textbook; National Library of Medicine's Finding and Using Health Statistics; 2 links about choosing statistical tests
  - Statistical Programs
  - SPSS data analysis, Dirk Enzmann's Stat software site; SPSS section vastly expanded - now with 61 links to specific procedures, syntax resources and tutorials, 2 Excel links; SPSS Statistical algorithms
  - Temperament
  - Your Music Choice Reveals Your Personality; Conflict: What's Your Style?; Getting to Know Yourself
  - US Government Statistics
  - Sites Health & Human Services Data Gateway; MedlinePlus Health Statistics
  - Useful Sites
  - Pet's Health; Your Social Security Information; SeatGuru.com - Plane seating chart; Kim Kommando Show, Change your address online with USPS; Myrateplan; Geektels; TV guide online; 10-10phonerates; MS outlook spellechecker; Reserve America; Searchsystems; Surprise.com; Findaperson; WhoWhere; Timeserver; Flightarrival.com; mortgage calculator; Hoaxbusters; Snopes.com; Symantec hoax site; lottery winners; US legislators search;
LegalDocs.Com
- Web Development Resources Image Maps with Excel
- Web Resources MySql.com - open source database; Notification Services - ChangeDetection.Com, Googlealert.com; Privacy analysis; BrowserSpy; Drivers Headquarters; Interactive Multi-lingual Demo
- Web site Medical Search Engines National Quality Measures Clearinghouse; Netwellness Consumer Health Information
- Web site Search Engines National Services Resource Center Search; World Timeserver
- Women's Health AHRQ - Women's Health Checklist - very good; Canadian Women's Health Network
- Women's Health - Life Cycles Reproductive health (MedlinePlus); Tubal Ligation; Birth Control/Contraception - MedlinePlus; Menopause Info - FamilyDoctor.org and MedlinPlus; Pregnancy and Substance Abuse
- Women's Health Issue Osteoporosis and Menopause; Dementia and hormone therapy, WHIMS Study; Menopause years; herbal products for menopause; Menopausal Hormone Q & A; Statins; Ovarian cancer, Uterine Cancer; National Coalition against Domestic Violence; National Ovarian Cancer Awareness Month;
- Women's Health - Breast Cancer NHS/NICE Breast Cancer info; Length of tamoxifen therapy
- Women's Health - Heart Disease Project Aware - Women and heart disease
- Writing Resources Microsoft Word Help; MS Office tutorial

October - December 2003

New Pages

- July - September, 2003 What's New Page

Updated Pages

All statistics to be updated can be found on the Site Maps and the Web Site Statistics Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month. March stats are up 4/5/03.

- Biostatistics/Statistics Sites Statistics.Com; PinkMonkey Statistics Study Guide;
- Cardiovascular Disease Daily Aspirin Therapy; Platelets and Cardiovascular Disease; Public Health Approach to Cardiovascular Health; WebMD's quizzes about heart disease topics; Create-a-diet heart-healthy; Self-report heart disease and stroke; Cardiac rehab among heart attack survivors; Eat to the Beat Heart Healthy; Measuring blood pressure and mortality; low blood pressure; New research - women have different heart attack symptoms; public access defibrillators save lives; heart disease and stroke; New Study Suggests that Death Rates for Some Cardiac and Cancer Surgeries May Be Linked to Surgeons' Experience; Microalbuminuria Increases Risk for Heart Attacks and Strokes in Hypertensive Patients
- Cardiovascular Disease Venostasis, circulatory disorders, coronary disease, calcification of the pericardium, transient ischemic attack, New section: cerebrovascular disease - Brain Attack; 4 new links to stroke information; FDA's warning about cypher stents; MedlinePlus - angioplasty; Facts about coronary heart disease; heart failure; insulin-like growth factor 1 levels and heart failure;
- Children with Special Health Care Needs Cincinnati's Children's Hospital Center for Infants and Children with Special Needs Resource Page
- Connecticut Jobs Page 5 new links
- Connecticut Public Health Resources CT DCF Child Welfare data reports and hospital census reports
- Consumer Health Information - General physical activity and weight loss; Victoria Council on Fitness; 1UpHealth.Com; Community Guide - Physical Activity; Burning calories anywhere; WebMD's calculators, quizzes and interactives; free hearing test; Harvard's Your Cancer Risk; Concussion, Sports Fitness, Sports injuries, teens and performance-enhancing drugs
- Cool Sites A - C Louvre Museum; Web Exhibits; Concept Carz; Car incentives and rebates
- Cool Sites Holidays - July 4th (firstgov.gov); 4 links to 9/11 sites; Government Guide: Genealogy; Dawn's Cross Stitch; Holidays.Net; Halloween, Veterans' Hour; Quilt Index; Panoramic History Photos; Beginners Genealogy; Civil War Soldiers and Sailors System
- Diabetes Resources on the Net Overweight and obese americans and risk for diabetes, Use of Glycated Hemoglobin and Microalbuminuria in the Monitoring of Diabetes Mellitus; Consumer Guide - Diabetes; MedlinePlus - Diabetic Eye, Foot and Nerve Problems; NIDDK - Preventing Diabetes problems with feet. heart, kidney nervous system, skin, teeth & gums; Diabetic retinopathy - what you should know; Diabetic-foot.com; NHBLI, Diabetes Prevention; Heart Disease and Stroke;
History of foot ulcer in diabetics; Narrowed leg blood vessels; national diabetes stats

- Epidemiology A - L Epidemiology for the Uninitiated; WWWeb Epidemiology
- Epidemiology M - Z Environmental Health Measures for children
- Everything You Ever Wanted to Know... Ultimate 80s quiz; How everyday things are made; Interview with God; Famous Dead People who have died
- FAQ Page - Alexa.Com Site Info
- Favorite Movie Sites Whale Rider, Pirates of the Carribean, The Magdalene Sisters, Underworld; Celebrity Birthday Search; Movietrack.Net, Matrix Reloaded scropt, Last Samurairi, Movies.Com, Matrix Revolutions, Mystic River, Runaway Jury, Kill Bill; Matrix Revolutions movie clips; Open Video Project; Daily Wav; Timeline, Master and Commander, Gothika
- Free Software Belare.com, SoftwarePatch.com; DMEx Menu; Dl Files - get the missing ones; Bootdisk.Com - get missing files and drivers
- Grants Grants.Gov
- GraphicsFontFace.Com, Totallyfreeclipart.com
- Graphing New section - social network analysis - cool discipline; Analyzing and plotting with Excel
- Healthcare Herbal medicine, Financial assistance, Prescription drugs and other assistance programs; Finding out more about your symptoms (WebMD); AHRRQ's The Pocket Guide to Good Health for Adults (English and Spanish) - excellent! Tests & Exams Index; Medicare Eligibility Tool: Preventing Disease and Staying Healthy (MedlinePlus); Medicines by Design; About your medicines; Web4health - free psychology help online; 3 Medicare links, 2 Medicaid links, Complementary and Alternative Medicine; Organ Transplantation; eSupportGroups.com; evaluating treatment success with complementary medicine; health fraud; How to find a doctor or facility if you have cancer; Choosing a Doctor or Health Care Service; impact of new Medicare changes;
- Healthcare Quality Data & Standards Choice of statistical analysis and outcomes
- Healthcare Quality Standards 3 AHRQ link about preventive services; NCQA's State of Health Care Quality 2003
- Healthcare Quality Issues MedlinePlus - Drug and Medical Device Safety; quality of care for seniors; AHRQ's Guide to Patient Safety Indicators; JACHO Universal Protocol to reduce medical errors
- Health Education Resources Start Strong: A Guide to Pre-Service Training; National Resource Center - Pre-service Training Evaluation, Planning & Evaluation; Performance Measurement data collection forms; EPA's ABCs of Asbestos in Schools; MedlinePlus - School Health
- Healthy People 2020 5 new links to Healthy People 2010's Web site. Most useful - Table of Contents page.
- Health Professional Information Occupational health for healthcare providers
- HTML, HTMLCode Tutorial
- Kids' Health and Science Page Moved the Teen health links to Adolescent Health Page; MedlinePlus - Child Mental Health; Greatschools.Net; Netwellness.Org's raising a healthy family; EPA's ABCs of Asbestos in Schools; MedlinePlus - Asthma in Children; Parent Power; High School Environmental Health, Helping children with holiday stress; child mental health,
- Kids' Fun Page Pauly's Playhouse; City Center, Operation Slaps; Penguins at play (this is really funny); Museum of Hoaxes; Speed Marbles; Snow Globe
- Maternal Child Health Child behavioral disorders; Children's health;
- Nutrition Antioxidants and Cancer; New section - Weight loss - 3 links, slow metabolism; artificial sweeteners; FDA - food safety during disasters; NHBLL's Interactive Menu Planner; NCAM's Dietary Supplements Page and Herbal Supplements Page; Revealing Trans fats; Trans Fats;obesity trends among US adults, Health.gov's dietary guidelines; South Beach Diet; Dietary Supplements - background information; food poisoning/contamination; Bacteria and foodborne illness; Obesity and Weight Management; Soup of the Day; Carbohydrates, Dietary Proteins, Dietary Sodium; screening adults for obesity; Obesity;
- Pollstats Who contributes the most to healthcare quality?
- Public Health Continuing Education New section - North Carolina Center for Public Health Preparedness - training in 13 hot topics
- Public Health Data Poverty in the US: 2002; Health, US 2003, plus a link to the page that you can access all previous editions of this most useful document from the federal government about the nation's health; US Cancer Statistics, 2000 Incidence Report
- Public Health Documents AHRQ's The Uninsured in America (1996 - 2002); Guide to Community Preventive Services (very good); GAO's Report on Medicare Beneficiaries and preventive services
- Public Health E-news July - December, 2003 table of contents for September issue; October issue;
- Public Health Practice Value of volunteers, Prevention Makes Common Cents (USHHS); Assessment of the Epidemiologic Capacity in State and Territorial Health Departments --- United States, 2001 (MMWR)
- Public Health Sites A - C Nevirapine and breastfeeding, AIDS and pregnancy, Adolescent/Teen health section expanded -
includes all links from the Kid's Health Page; Alcohol consumption; Netwellness.org's fact sheets for teens about alcohol, drugs and tobacco; Research briefs about teen sexual behavior; Metastatic cancer: FAQ: Genetics of Alcoholism; genes and puberty; Lung cancer; radon and cancer: Q & A; Holiday Tips for Alcohol Consumption,

- Public Health Sites D-G Cancer classifications, Addiction/Substance Abuse link; NIDA; HHS.gov's Disasters and Emergencies Page; Drug Information (TeenPlacementService.Com); Anabolic Steriods, FDA's warning about THG; Formaldehyde Q & A; Dioxins Q & A;

- Public Health Sites H-L New Infectious Disease subsection - Drug resistance - 4 links; West Nile Fever; Flu Shot Locator; Nasal flu vaccine; Flu Facts, Self-care for cold and flu; State and local government West Nile Web sites; Bacterial infections; Listeria infections;

- Public Health Sites M-N Mental Health: Obesity can be harmful to your child's mental health, Support group offer understanding and information; Mental Health (MedlinePlus); Web4health - free psychology help online; 2 Testosterone links, Hormones; Early prostate cancer; antisocial personality disorder;

- Public Health Sites O-Z Senior health issues, quality of care for seniors, pain, chronic pain and exercise, Constipation Resource Center; Cigarette smoke and peripheral organs, Tobacco control programs and cigarette sales; Smoking and wrinkles; Community Guide - Tobacco; New section - Violence: Community Guide - Violence Prevention; Children of abused parents have more behavior problems; MedlinePlus - Smoking Cessation; Genetic variation and craving and relapse; Guidelines for tobacco counseling

- Public Health Software PEPI programs, HLM 5 Student Edition; computer programs for social network analysis;

- Multicorr; UCLA Epi site; survey tools - new section - 3 links; University of Texas freeware; WWWeb Epidemiology

- Research Resources on the Net Social network analysis; 5 links to United Way's Outcome Research Network and outcome measures information; Performance Measurement Toolkits and worksheet templates from Americorps, SeniorCorps and other service organizations; Understanding Clinical Trials (1UpHealth.com); WebMD's Clinical Trials Info Page; New section - Needs Assessments - 8 new links; Cancer studies at the NIH

- Resources for Health Professionals Community Health Guide

- Search Engines M - Z Above Top Secret.Com

- Search Engines - Public Health Simon Schwob Library's Public Health and Medical Ethics Web pages

- Statistical Functions 2 links re: Bonferroni adjustment; Exact test; Amazing applications of probability and statistics - cool!; Simpson's Paradox; University of Texas specific stats sites; Statistics.Com; Selecting Statistics Outline

- Statistical Programs UCLA's SPSS Syntax Page; Data sets for social network analysis; SPSS for ego network analysis; listing cases and variables in SPSS; SPSS tutorial; Decomposing Interactions; University of Texas specific sites, online calculators and data analysis; PSPP, STATA portal page; 6 new Stata links; UCLA main computer portal page, and portal pages to SAS, SPSS, STATA; Stata data sets; Statistics.Com; mathematical functions of excel

- Temperament Read Your Mind.Net; Check out the results of some of the fun personality tests I have taken - Greek gods, book of the Bible, starring in a movie, feeling representative, Matrix persona. Of course, don't let this influence your opinion in the "This Webmaster has got to be..." poll; Multiple Intelligences Quiz for kids; Music and personality; Workout personality; is your personality making you sick?

- Useful Sites Strong Numbers - find the market value for anything; Financenter; Family Fun; SOS Camera Web Project - see what webcams are capturing these days; InfoPlease; Ancient Chinese Birth Chart; US Savings Bonds Calculator; Marriage and Family Counselors; Recordkeeping from cradle to grave; Haunted Travels; Global Rich List;

- Phonedog.com; Weather USA; Search your community (EPA) for toxic waste; best places to retire; Petplace.com; Cardweb.Com; Gift card legislation

- Web Development Resources Alexa's Com's Webmaster Tools

- Web Resources Favorite Start Page, PCPitStop.Com; GRC.Com utility, Spyware Everywhere; SnipUrl.com; New section - Virus Scans and Spyware removal - 4 links; Registry cleaner: Easy Cleaner, RegSeeker

- Web site Medical Search Engines

- Web site Search Engines Alexa's.com Site Info

- Women's Health Women's Health Issues - MedlinePlus; Guidelines for managing common gynecologic problems

- Women's Health - Life Cycles Menopausal Hormone Use: Q & A; Breastfeeding; Breastfeeding in the workplace; Mittelschmerz; Menopause and Hormones (FDA); Infant and newborn care; child development; exercise, bones and menopause

- Women's Health Issues Phyloestrogens and bone health, Alcohol is a women's health issue; 2 domestic violence links from Netwellness.Org; menopause and hormones; hormone replacement therapy; Making the grade - Women and smoking; Domestic Violence (Netwellness); Environmental Health Issues and Women

- Women's Health - Breast Cancer AHRQ's Use of mammography as a cancer screening tool; breast reconstruction; CDC's Breast and Cervical Cancer Screening Program; NIH - Letrozole after tamoxifen study; mammography for women over 65

- Women's Health - Cervical Cancer Obesity and cervical cancer; National Cancer Institute fact sheets; Pap Test - FAQs;

- Women's Health - Heart Disease Project Aware - Women and heart disease; 4Woman.Gov's Heart Disease and Stroke in Women; Guidelines for managing cardiovascular disease

- Writing Resources Microsoft Word Help; MS Office tutorial
Outdated Pages

These pages are noted in the Site Maps. Most of the pages I have taken off are old syllabi.

January - March 2004

New Pages

- Cool and Useful Sites A to L
- Cool and Useful Sites M to Z
- Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About...
- Greetings.Wish yourself and others a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year - any time
- Pch 201 Wellness Index Page
- Pch 201 Wellness Guidelines and Resources for Research Project
- Pch 201 Wellness Samples for Research Project
- Public Health E-news January - June 2004 Table of Contents
- October - December, 2003 What's New Page
- Webmastering and Web Development Resources A to Z
- Web Resources
- 2000 What's New Pages
- 2001 What's New Pages
- 2002 What's New Pages
- 2003 What's New Pages

Updated Pages

- Biostatistics/Statistics Sites Student Internet Library; Notes for a Statistics Course;
- Cardiovascular Disease Heart-healthy recipes; 17 new cholesterol info links; new section - LDL - 7 new links; AHA 2004 stats update; Declining Prevalence of No Known Major Risk Factors for Heart Disease and Stroke Among Adults --- United States, 1991--2001; Calculation of Hospital risk for CABG; Disparities in Premature Deaths from Heart Disease; 6 links to the Framingham Heart Study, include Coronary Disease Risk Prediction score sheets for men and women based on cholesterol levels; kid fitness and cardiovascular disease; narrowing blood vessels and hypertension; high blood pressure; Treadmill, EKG and Cat Scans;
- Cardiovascular Disease Angina; Management of atrial fibrillation; Stroke:: Mitral Valve Prolapse; Chest pain; Angina; Cognitive function and coronary artery disease; heart attack;
- Career Resources Real Wage Calculator; Psychology at Work; Career Interest Inventory; DOL Occupational Handbook; Career Voyages;
- Children with Special Health Care Needs
- Connecticut Jobs Page
- Connecticut Public Health Resources New section - CT Weather - 8 new links; Live traffic cam;
- Consumer Health Information - General Exercise and Children; Youth exercise and effects on the heart; Healthfinder's 50 online health checks; AllRefer.Com; Expand your mind for healthy aging; New Year's resolutions; Preventing disease and staying healthy; Familydoctor.Org's body mass index calculator, jogging/running calorie counter, search my symptom, drug information; Strength training in older adults; Conquering Everyday Aches and Pains; Pain; AHRQ Consumer and Patient Page; Consumer.gov; Osteoporosis; Yoga; Exercise and Physical Fitness; Arthritis; Housework and arthritis; rheumatoid arthritis; physical activity, exercise and kids; gout and pseudogout; weight training; Mayo Clinic's Healthy living pages; Mind/body connection;
- Cool Sites A - L The Wright Brothers; Holidaycrafters.Com; Yamaha Papercraft; New Section - Chinese New Year - 39
new links; 2004 Tax Calendar for Small Businesses and Self-employed; IRS free filing online

- **Cool Sites M - Z Interactive Budgeting Worksheet and Calculator**
- **Diabetes Resources on the Net** Diabetic Foot evaluation; Mayo Clinic's Diabetic Self-care; Most People with Diabetes Do Not Meet Treatment Goals; Relationship Between Diabetes, Obesity, and Chronic Disease; High Homocysteine Levels Increase Risk for Heart Attacks in People with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus; Type 1.5 - new links; MODY - 4 new links; Diabetes Journals; Effects of Drinking on the Risk for Diabetes and Its Complications; Staying on diabetic diet; Diabetic Diet; Blood tests to help manage diabetes;
- **Epidemiology A - L James Lind Library**
- **Everything You Ever Wanted to Know...** CIA's World Factbook; Brainy Quotes; Merck Vet Manual; Pong Story; New Year Countdown; National Geographic's 2003 top stories; Reddesk.Com's Facts Subject Index, Encyclopedia Index, Crossword references, First Things First, Quick Facts; On this day in history - pick a date; Secret Life of the Brain; Galileo's Battle for the Heavens;
- **Family - New section - Family Issues - 9 resource links; What is Child abuse and neglect?; Child abuse;
- **FAQ Page Cumulative stats for Web site and Home Page; Site Map stats**
- **Favorite Movie Sites Lure of the Rings; Troy; Cold Mountain; The Missing; 21 Grams; Thirteen; Internet Movie Poster Awards; 2003 Golden Globe Nominees; Pixar short films; new Matrix counter; Little Golden Guy, OscarWorld.Net; How the Oscars work; Girl with a Pearl Earring; The Passion of the Christ; Monster;
- **Favorite Music Sites Let Them Sing It For You**;
- **Free Software Add/Remove; Analog TimeSync; DocMemory PC Ram Diagnostic software; FlightGear.Org open source flight simulator; Codestuff startup utility; Go2PDF; ESL software; Interecent; FreeRamXp; MSN messenger goodiies; Getamessage.Com; Skype.Com; Who's-In.com; Nokia monitor check; Startpage.com; Spyware Guard; Ad Aware; ZoneAlarm Firewall; AVG antivirus; Microsoft calendar templates; PHP Extension and Application Repository (Pear) downloads; Bandwidth calculators; Sitespeed; Visual Zone; Gabrielepoinpte.com's free utility programs; Memtest86;
- **General Job Search** American Society of Association Executives - provides a search screen to find associations in specific industries and professions.
- **GrantsGrants.Gov - definitive source for federal funding info - new site that went up in December; Directory of Grantmaking Institutions; Obtaining federal funding: Strategies for effective grant writing;
- **Graphics TechontheNet.Com's technical clipart; Animated Gif Finder; Fontsville.Com; Microsoft Christmas Clipart; Morphases.Com;**
- **GraphingErlander Consulting; PHP Extension and Application Repository (PEAR)'s Excel Writer; Contextures.Com's Excel; Using Charts; Mt. Holyoke's Excel Page;**
- **Health Care Resources on the Net** Prescription Drug Abuse; Long term effects of stimulants on the brain; General guidelines for good health; Preventive screening tests and immunizations; Clinical trials - consumer info from Informed Health Online; CMS - Medicare Reform information page; Plastic and cosmetic surgery info - 2 links; JACHO's Consumer search for providers and services; New section - JACHO's Quality check - 9 links for evaluating health services; Acupuncture; Over the Counter info from USHHS; NCCAM's Acupuncture Page; MedlinePlus - Acupuncture; Familydoctor.Org's Find a doctor, Health Tools; Questions and Answers on Using Over-the-Counter (OTC) Human Drug Products Containing Analgesic/Antipyretic Active Ingredients Safely; Abridged and Unabridged Student Counseling Virtual Pamphlet Collection; AHRQ Consumer and Patient Page; Consumer.gov; NOAH - English and Spanish resources; APA resources - 3 links; Financial Assistance for Cancer Care; Cancer--Living with Cancer; Assisted Living; Alzhiemers Caregivers; Patients assistance programs for rheumatology-related drugs; Informed Health Online Page for alternative and complementary medicine; Antibiotics; Counterfiet drug threats;
- **Healthcare Quality Medicare Drug Calculator**
- **Healthcare Quality Data & Standards** Prognosis and cancer statistics; Enhanced Medicare nursing home measures
- **Healthcare Quality Standards** AHRQ outdoes itself with Quality Tools Web site - National Healthcare Quality Report and the National Healthcare Disparities Report (4 links); JACHO's Quality Check; American Psychiatric Association Guidelines; 2004 Medicare Advantage Monthly Capitation Rates, Demographic Factors, Rescaling Factors & Risk Factor Tables; Accessing evidence on clinical effectiveness; awareness of resources of peer-reviewed research evidence on the Net;
- **Healthcare Quality Issues** JACHO Universal Protocol to reduce medical errors; New section - patient-provider communications; shared decision-making; The Tools and Techniques of Improved Medication Use Web site; Harvard's Cultural Competence Web site; To the Heart of Women Program; JACHO's Prohibited Abbreviations; AHRQ Consumer and Patient Page; Consumer.gov; Using the Internet for Partner Notification of Sexually Transmitted Diseases --- Los Angeles County, California, 2003; Red Flags (Public Agenda.Org);
- **Health Education Resources** Media Literacy; 2 super sources for educators: Sites for Teachers; The best of the Web for teachers; Center for Health and Health Care in Schools; To the Heart of Women Program; Free-English.Com; English Assessment Tests; Stress Management in Work Settings (NIOSH); Quality in Qualitative Evaluation: A Framework for Assessing Research Evidence; Why We Must Change;
- **Health Professional Information** Occupational health for healthcare providers
- **Information Quality** Informed Health Online; Healthyskepticism.Org; American Customer Satisfaction Index; Assessment of Content for Healthinsite; Evaluating Health Information; FDA guidance to improve health information; MedlinePlus evaluating health information guidelines; Field guide to designing health communication strategy; Health

Communication Strategy; Health Web sites; 3 Consumer Webwatch.org links; Health Improvement Institute;

- Kids' Health and Science Page Free-English.Com; English Assessment Tests; ESL games; Student Internet Library; IEEE Virtual Museum; Sneaky Gadget Links; APA link; Milk Matters; Nova Odyssey of Life; Visible Embryo; National Science Foundation 2 science links for kids; New section - math stuff - 9 links; New Section: Bullying - 5 links; Health and Behavior - 5 links;

- Kids' Fun Page Let Them Sing It For You; NORAD tracks Santa; David Copperfield Card Trick; ESL games; Kewlbox games; Orisinal games - really cool! Daily Jigsaw; Living Space Just for Fun; Morphes.com (fool around with a digital image); Historic Tale Construction Kit (create your own medieval story); 4 additional links; Age Gauge: Dumbpics.com

- Maternal Child Health Applying Public Health Strategies to Primary Immunodeficiency Diseases A Potential Approach to Genetic Disorders; Reproductive health professional resources; ASK-HRSA; National Institute of Child Health and Human Development;

- Nutrition Dietary supplements (NCCAM); Weight Loss - FTC guidelines, MedlinePlus; Body Mass Index Calculator; Guidelines for obesity screening; Child nutrition; NHLBI Portion Distortion Quiz; Aim for healthy weight; Heart-healthy recipes; FDA Ephedra warning; Garlic and Blood Pressure; 4Woman.Gov' Healthy Diet; MedlinePlus - Nutrition; NCCAM Advisory on Ephedra; Mood and Food; Herbal Medicine; Herbal supplements - how they're labeled; Lowcarbluxury.com's recipes; Trans Fat Now Listed with Saturated Fat and Cholesterol on the Nutrition Facts Label; Dietary Fats; Obesity Costs States Billions in Medical Expenses; Vegetarian Diet: A Healthy Alternative; Vegetarianism:Trends in Intake of Energy and Macronutrients — United States, 1971–2000; Food Labeling; Infant and Toddler Nutrition; Calcium; Extra-virgin Olive Oil; Gluten-free diet; Fast foods and kids; fruit juices and iron absorption; Fad Diets - what you need to know; OTC weight loss products;

- Personality Page Haleonline

- Public Health Data America's Health: State Health Rankings - 2003 Edition (United Health Foundation) - really good state-based data; Incidence of Hepatitis B; Harvard's Cultural Competence Web site; To the Heart of Women Program; CDC's Burden of Chronic Disease;


- Public Health Data Women's Health data; Recent trends in infant mortality;

- Public Health Documents State of Aging and Health;

- Public Health E-news January - March, 2004. January #41; February #42 tables of content

- Public Health Practice Public Health Foundation's Public Health Infrastructure Resource Center; Center for Participatory Change; National Service Resource Center; Seven Stages of Public Opinion;

- Public Health Sites A-C Drinking: It Can Spin Your World Around: Facts for Teens; Alcohol and Youth; Childhood Illnesses: The Usual Suspects; Children's Health; Infant and Toddler Health; Child Passenger Deaths Involving Drinking Drivers; Alcohol Consumption; Teen Mental Health;

- Public Health Sites D-G Amphetamine abuse; Methamphetamine Withdrawal is Associated with Brain Changes Similar to Those Seen in Depression and Anxiety; MedlinePlus - Suicide; NIMH/NIH Suicide Facts; Mayo Clinic's Drug Addiction; What You Should Know About Reducing Diesel Exhaust from School Buses; Pregnancy and Substance Abuse;

- Public Health Sites H-L Flu - 8 new links to CDC; Revised U.S. Surveillance Case Definition for Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Update on SARS Cases — United States and Worldwide, December 2003; New section - Hepatitis: 4 new links; Medlineplus Influenza page; 3 Avian Flu links; New section for Ricin; Revamped the SARS section. Removed most of the CDC links except for links to main pages;

- Public Health Sites M-N Mental Health Dictionary; Depression; Suicide facts - 2 links; Stress;Child and Adolescent Bipolar Disorder; Bipolar Disorder; NIMH's info about mental disorders; Men's Health Center;

- Public Health Sites O-Z Workplace Violence Prevention; New section - Prions - 3 links about Mad Cow Disease; Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy in a Dairy Cow — Washington State, 2003; Mad cow disease and humans; NIAID Research on Prion Diseases; 40th Anniversary of the First Surgeon General's Report on Smoking and Health; GASP of Nebraska;

- Public Health Software GeoSnapper.Com - GPS photography; New section - AHQR - Prevention Quality Indicators; EMS: Efficiency Measurement System; CEPA software; Data Envelopment software; HONCode PlugIn Toolbar;

- Research Resources on the Net Data dredging, bias, or confounding; Analysis of longitudinal studies with death and dropout; Informed Health Online research resources - 6 links; Refdesk's Quick Facts, Quick Reference/Research; Cancer Staging Q & A; Survey design; New section on clinical trials - 9 links, including FDA Issues Draft Guidance on Providing More Information on Investigational Treatment; Expanded sections for disease classifications (health and mental health); Reflecting on the Past and Future of Evaluation; 4 AAPOR links about survey research; New section - Levels of Research Evidence - 6 links;

- Resources for Health Professionals JACHO's Health Professional Search for providers and services

- Search Engines Index Internet Archive - search for those old Web sites that went to the great Internet in the sky...


- Search Engines - Health National Human Genome Institute; 2004 Federal Health Information Centers and
Clearinghouses

- **Search Engines - Public Health** 2004 Federal Health Information Centers and Clearinghouses; National public health publications;
- **Statistical Functions** Relative Standard Error; Data dredging, bias, or confounding; logistic regression and discriminant analysis; months between function; Data Envelopment Analysis; UCLA's textbook examples and seminars links; correlation; statistical significance; Mixed procedures; Mediation Regression Analysis; Multiple Endpoints;
- **Statistical Programs** David Clayton's Stata programs; Stata's FAQ page, missing data, text editors and programs for teaching page; EconPapers Sweden; New Section - Access; Tchonthenet.Com's Excel resources; ANOVA with SPSS; Excel L Developers List; STM - 22 useful online calculators; Student Internet Library; StatCrunch.com; SPSS starter kit; Power Calculator; Applied longitudinal data analysis; UCLA computing center; Contextures.com - 3 Excel links; VassarStats; Excel documentation; 4 Firstobs.com links to SAS resources; Soople.Com's Internet calculators; Stata multivariate analysis;
- **Temperament** New section - Birth Order, Emotion, Temperament - Impact on Creativity and Health - 30 new links!!! The best diet for your personality;
- **US Government Statistics Sites** Bureau of Justice Statistics; EPA Quality Index Statistics; USDA Plant Database;
- **Useful Sites** Recalls.gov; Playtonium E-greeting cards; Pricegrabber.com; Let Them Sing It For You; Find a Neighborhood; Flightarrivals; Social security benefits - delayed retirement credits; US Time; 2004 Microsoft Calendar Templates; Find a home; MedlinePlus - Safety Issues; Sneaky Gadget Links; Seniordiscounts.com; Frommers.com; Traveler and Consumer Safety - Homeland Security; Econsumer.gov complaint department & report of what people complain about;
- **Web Development Resources** Net Mechanic Tools; World radio networks; free programming language programs; PHP Extension and Application Repository (Pear) info; Your Speed; Stopwatch; W3schools.com free web tutorials; Rob van der Woude's Scripting Pages; Building your own Web site; US Secret Service and online fraud; Scams and schemes online;
- **Web Resources** TchontheNet.Com's Guide to computer hardware; US Department of Justice - Privacy Act overview; FTC consumer protection; Federal Web site privacy policies; Do not call Registry; Protect against identity theft; Runboard.Com; Coolcounters.Com; Domainsurfer.com; Windows shutdown troubleshooter; Shields up;
- **Web site Medical Search Engines** AllRefer.com - excellent; Informed Health Online's Health Information Working Dictionary; Hyperdictionary.Com - check 5 sources at once; Familydoctor.Org's Dictionary of Common Medical Terms;
- **Web site Search Engines** AllRefer.com - excellent; Hyperdictionary.Com - check 5 sources at once; Soople.com;
- **Women's Health** Harvard's Cultural Competence Web site; Managing Stress; Generational Health - chart your family's health;
- **Women's Health - Life Cycles** Assisted reproductive technology success rates; Pregnancy and Substance Abuse; Birth control; FDA and contraceptive patches; New section - Sexuality - 2 links; American Society of Reproductive Medicine; Center for Young Women's Health; Dr. Drew; LaLeche League; Sexuality issues research; SIECUS; Visible Embryo; Abortion Law Homepage; Alan Guttmacher Institute; Emergency contraception hotline and Web site; It's your sex life; Managing contraception; NARAL; National Adoption Information Center; FDA - Mifepristone; Birth control; High-risk pregnancy;
- **Women's Health Issues** Women's Sexual Health; FDA update on hormone replacement therapy;
- **Women's Health - Breast Cancer** Presentation on websites of possible benefits and harms from screening for breast cancer: cross sectional study; National Breast Cancer Centre (Australia); Mastectomy (MedlinePlus); Mondor's Disease; Breast Diseases; Antibiotic use and breast cancer;
- **Women's Health - Cervical Cancer** Cervical Cancer and Pap Test Information; Cervical Cancer;
- **Women's Health - Heart Disease** To the Heart of Women Program;
- **Writing Resources** 6 links to Christmas related Microsoft Word and Excel templates

---

**April - June 2004**

---

**New Pages**

- 2004 What's New Annual Page
- **Everything You Have Ever Wanted to Know About the Chinese Culture** Joslin's Asian American Diabetes Initiatives; now includes all links to Chinese New Year resources from the Kids Page;

---

**Updated Pages**

---

All statistics to be updated can be found on all the Site Map Pages, the Web Site Statistics Page, and the Web Polls Stats Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month.

- **Annotated Great Books Bibliography The Da Vinci Code**
- **Annotated Internet Bibliography** Troubleshooting Your Web page; Easy Web Graphics;
- **Annotated Statistics Bibliography** Alan Graham's 2003 update of "Teach Yourself Statistics;"
- **Biostatistics/Statistics Sites**
- **Cardiovascular Disease** Accuracy of Adult Patients' Reports of Their Parents' Medical Histories; Risk Factors: Reduce Your Odds of Developing High Blood Pressure; Adopting a Treatment Strategy: Making Lifestyle Changes to Control Blood Pressure; MedlinePlus High Blood Pressure; Guidelines from the British Hypertension Society; 2 high blood pressure links; 2 DASH diet links; Mortality Maps; AHRQ's ECP Evidence Reports for cardiovascular disease; Heart Attacks (MedlinePlus, American Heart Association); National Stroke Association; Cleveland Clinic's Types of Heart Attacks; The Normal Heart and How It Works;
- **Cardiovascular Disease** Congenital heart defects in adults; congenital heart disease;
- **Career Resources** LifeWorks - NIH's health and medical careers interactive site; Career Advice feed from College Recruiter.Com; U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission; Yahoo! Finance Page; MedlinePlus Occupations; 5 links to Eta's ONet site for occupational info - super!;
- **Connecticut Jobs Page** Federal jobs in CT;
- **Connecticut Public Health Resources** Fish advisory; DEP press releases page; CT towns and cities; New section - Bioterrorism Resources - 3 links to CDC's guide for bioterrorism surveillance, state lab contacts; FBI field contacts;
- **Consumer Health Information** - General Optimal breathing - test your breathing; Osteoarthritis; Colorectal Cancer: The Importance of Prevention and Early Detection; MedlinePlus Colorectal Cancer; Death and dying; Pneumonia; Connecticut Public Records Directory search; Official city sites.Org; Q & A: Physical activity and cancer; American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons; American College of Sports Medicine Fitness Page; American Council on Exercise; Just Move; Canada's Fitness Page; Exercise: A Guide from NIA; Georgia State University Exercise and Fitness Page; Anabolic Steroid Abuse; WHO's Move Day; Fitness Jumpsite; Yahoo! Sports Directory; Pocket Guide to Staying Healthy at 50+; Aging Parents and Elder Care; Get moving exercise calculator; Senior Health: AARP; Seniors.gov; Aging Well; Alzheimer's Association; Association for Death Education and Counseling; Growth House; Doctor assisted suicide; National Funeral Directors Association; National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization; National Insitute on Aging; National Osteoporosis Foundation; Partnership for Caring; US Administration on Aging; National Kidney Foundation; Official US Government Web site for organ donation and transplantation;
- **Cool Sites A - L** Curioscape.Com; Molecular Expressions; Chinese New Year links moved to the Chinese Culture Page, new section - cooking; Automotive.com; Funerals, what you should know; Real estate tax issues for home owners; Invoicedealers.com;
- **Cool Sites M - Z** Financial Planning Forms (ihatefinancialplanning.com); Funds 101; Social Security Benefits Calculator; Jumpteshark.com, TVparty.com, Tvtattle.com, TelevisionwithoutPity.com;
- **Diabetes Resources on the Net Gene Variants May Increase Susceptibility to Type 2 Diabetes; Study Will Identify Best Treatment for Type 2 Diabetes in Youth; New section: Hypoglycemia; MedlinePlus Hypoglycemia; Gylcemic Index Diet; Diabetic Coma; Hyperglycemia and Diabetes; Joslin's Asian American Diabetes Initiative;
- **Epidemiology M - Z** Cancer clusters; Environmental Data Needed for Public Health Assessments A Guidance Manual; Framework for Evaluating Public Health Surveillance Systems for Early Detection of Outbreaks Recommendations from the CDC Working Group; Operations Checklist; CDC Guide for Bioterrorism Surveillance;
- **Everything You Ever Wanted to Know... Discontinued items inventory; Picturehistory.com - US history in pictures; 3 links to public directory searches; New section - Everything Chinese - 6 links; A Word a Day Links Page; R Todd King's photos of the Great Wall of China, Hutong and Harbin Festival;
- **Favorite Movie Sites** 10048: The World Trade Center Movie Project; Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind; Hidalgo; Taking Lives; Twisted; Van Helsing; Troy; Mean Girls; Chronicles of Riddick; The Day After Tomorrow; Shrek 2; Motionvisual.com;
- **Favorite Music Sites** allbutforgotten oldies;
- **Free Software** PC World Security Software downloads; dbpower software; Kewl games to download; Parental filter against porn sites; Microsoft Powertoy for XP; Microsoft templates; mouse odometer; Spybot Search and Destroy; Link Popularity Checker; Powerpoint 2003 Viewer; RSS software and resource links;
- **Grants** SAMSHA Grants Training; Grantsmanship Contracts Tools; New section on contracts management - 10 links; US Department of Education; NACCHO's Foundation Funding Guide
- **Graphing** Vanderbilt University's Graphing Online
- **Health Care Resources on the Net** Over-the-counter medications; prescription drug abuse; Coping with Disasters; Nursing Home Selection Grid; FDA on Special Sensitivities to Certain Commonly Used Over-the-Counter Drug Ingredients; Diagnosis; American Academy of Medical Acupuncture; US Consumer gateway: Health; National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM); National Certification Commission for Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine (NCCAOM); National Council Against Health Fraud; Quackwatch;
- **Healthcare Quality Data & Standards** International time and date standards; HIPAA edits; Medicare data resources; Who, When, and How: The Current State of Race, Ethnicity, and Primary Language Data Collection in Hospitals;
• **Healthcare Quality Standards** How to Establish a Palliative Care Program; AHRQ's Evidence Reports; CAHPS-SUN Survey Users Network;

• **Healthcare Quality Issues** Effects of Telling Patients about Medical Errors; MedlinePlus Patient Issues; Communications and the hard of hearing; New section - Bioethics; New section - 23 Health Literacy links; New section - 2 gene therapy links; Health care relationships; 4 Welcota links to looking at outcomes and program success; New section - Cultural Competence; Ask Me 3; New Section - Health Services Delivery - 2 links about the impact of nursing shortage on outcomes;

• **Health Education Resources** National Commission for Health Education Credentialing - Responsibilities & Competencies; Performance Measures in Out-of-School Time Evaluation (Harvard); Professional Development Toolkit; Training Needs Assessment Tools for Emergency Preparedness and Bioterrorism; Educational Needs Assessment; Conducting a Training Needs Assessment; Training Needs Assessment; Program evaluation resources; Program evaluation development site; School Health Index (CDC);

• **Health Professional Information** Diagnosis and Management of Foodborne Illnesses: A Primer for Physicians and Other Health Care Professionals;

• **HTML Basic Access Training and Support (BATS) Software handouts**;

• **Information Quality** 10 Tips on Evaluating Immunization Information; Making your Web site senior friendly;

• **Kids' Health and Science Page** Serco Transartic Expedition; NASA Sun-Earth Viewer; What kids say about bullying; child behavior disorders; child mental health; Stop bullying now; Healthinschools.org's Health Links for Kids and Teens; Java Quizzes; Smartmouth.org; Ten Worst Foods for Kids; CELLS alive!;

• **Kids' Fun Page** ESL Resources; Copperfield card trick; Salary Review; Liquid Man - you must try this!!! Honda's New Accord - great chain reaction ad;

• **Maternal Child Health** Birth defects; childhood immunization; birth defects Q & A; Developmental disabilities; International Sequencing Consortium Large-scale Sequencing Project Database; Genome.gov; New section on child welfare - 5 links to Administration for Children and Families; Kids Count; Child Trends, Child Welfare League of America; National Child Traumatic Stress Network; National Clearinghouse for Child Abuse and Neglect;

• **Nutrition International Chili Society** Child nutrition; Questions and Answers: Androstenedione; MedlinePlus Dietary Supplements; Pesticides, Metals, Chemical Contaminants & Natural Toxins; FDA on Acrylamide; low carbohydrate diets; 3 mercury links; Delicious Decisions (AHA); Ask the Dietitian; FDA Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition; Nutrition.gov; Foodsafety.gov; Nutrition Source (Harvard School of PH); Nutrition Navigator (Tufts U); USDA Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion; USDA Food and Nutrition Information Center; Food and Safety Inspection Service; Nutrition Analysis Tools; USDA Nutrient Laboratory; Caffeine; Caffeine and blood pressure; FDA Warns Distributors of Dietary Supplements Promoted Online for Weight Loss; 2 food allergy links; 3 links about water consumption; Weight Loss research articles from beeslender.com; Why you should avoid trans fatty acids; New section - Trans fatty acids - 8 links; New section - Eating Disorders - 9 links; NHLBI's Aim for a Healthy Weight; NIDDK nutrition page; Partnership for Healthy Weight Management; National Agricultural Library publications and databases; Economic Research on Obesity;

• **Personality Page** INTJ FAQs; Systems Thinkers vs. General Public; Systemthinker.com; MBTI and the 9 Enneagram Types; The Four Quadrants; Dealing with INTJs; Humanmetrics Personality Test;

• **Pollstats**

• **Public Health Continuing Education** Medicare Learning Center; Basic Access Training and Support (BATS) Software handouts; Understanding SAMHSA's Grant Application Process;

• **Public Health Data** Minority Health Needs Assessment Data and Reports; Burden of Chronic Diseases 2004; Statistical Resources on the Web - Health (University of Michigan) - very good; Cancer Mortality Surveillance United States, 1990-2000;

• **Public Health Data** Data on drug-related deaths; 2004 Cancer statistics; National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey: 2002 Emergency Department Summary; Emergency Dept Visits; Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance --- United States, 2003; Health US 2003 trend tables; National Health Interview Survey;

• **Public Health Data** Actual Causes of Death, 2000; Quality of Health care for Children and Adolescents;

• **Public Health Documents** Hispanic Health Needs Assessment - A Community Guide for Documenting Health Status and Establishing Priorities;

• **Public Health Practice** Public Health Workforce Skill and Training Needs Assessment Survey; Social Medicine.Org; New Section for 2004 Public Health Week - Eliminating Health Disparities - 8 resource links (excellent!); National Public Health Performance Standards (CDC); Essential Public Health Services (CDC); Operations Checklist;

• **Public Health Sites A-C** Living with AIDS; Anal Cancer; Colorectal cancer awareness; New section: Addiction - 3 new links - online addiction, gambling, Habitsmart; Nine alcohol links; Alcohol consumption; Preparing youth for peer pressure; alcohol and youth; American Institute for Cancer Research; Steve Dunn's Cancer Information Page; National Cancer Institute's Cancer Trials page; Center Watch.Org's Clinical Trials listing; Harvard's Your Cancer Risk; Oncolink.Org; HIV In-Site Gateway to AIDS Knowledge; UNAIDS;

• **Public Health Sites D-G** Environmental health; HHS crackdown on Andro; Drug Abuse: 9 new federal agencies and drug anonymous organizations; FDA on antidepressants for adults and children; MDMA (Ecstasy) Abuse; American Red Cross; Family Readiness Kit; FEMA Family Disaster Plan; US Department of Homeland Security; CDC National Center for Environmental Health; Ecologica Footprint; Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Network (EREN); Fuel
Economy; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA); National Safety Council Environmental Health Center; United Nations Environment Programme; US EPA; Worldwatch Institute;

- **Public Health Sites H-L**: International health; Bacterial infections; Chickenpox; CDC's National Center for Infectious Diseases, National Immunization Program, International Travel Info, National Prevention Information Network; WHO's Action against infectious diseases;
- **Public Health Sites M-N**: Autism; Child Sexual Abuse; African-Americans and high risk for kidney disease; Erectile dysfunction; Prostate Enlargement; Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia; Urinary Incontinence in Men; 2 new nonprofits;
- **Public Health Sites O-Z**: New section - STDs; 12 links for syphilis; American Social Health Association; STD hotline numbers; Latex Love; Second-hand smoke; Smokefree.gov's Online Quitting Guide; 4 new tobacco links;
- **Public Health Software G*Power**;
- **Research Resources on the Net** Polymaker's Primer on Education Research: How to Understand, Evaluate and Use It (Very good for understanding research!); Collection Development Training; Community Needs Assessment; Needs Assessment Matrix; Technology Needs Assessment Plan; How to Conduct a Legislative Needs Assessment; Jim Steiger's Home Page, R2 software;
- **Resources for Health Professionals** Flash-med Reviews;
- **Search Engines A - L** Newlink.Org; Firstgov's Cross Agency Portals alphabetical listing to federal sources (very good);
- **Search Engines - Public Health**
- **Statistical Functions** Dr. Newcombe's Page; Statmanz: Effect size (Cohen's D); 5 sample size equations; R2 software; new section - Confidence intervals - 3 links; estimating sample size - 2 links; Survival Analysis; New section - Cohen's Kappa;
- **Statistical Programs** SPSS - Proportions; SPSS - 2 Correlation coefficient links; Basic Access Training and Support (BATS) Software handouts; OptimalDesign for Hierarchical Linear Models(HLM); UnifyPow for SAS; Dnanalyzer.com; Logistic regression with SAS; STATA - ANOVA is regression; Stat/Transfer's Listservs listing; Biases in SPSS 12.0 missing values analysis;
- **US Government Statistics Sites** NCJRS - National Criminal Justice Reference Service;
- **Useful Sites** Hallmark e-cards; Pam Lanier's Bed and Breakfast Directory Online; New section on Safety: FDA's Recalls, alerts, etc; Sex Offender Search; Consumer Product Safety Commission; National Safety Council; National Highway Traffic Safety Administration; SafeUSA; FirstGov's American Towns and Cities; FBI Field Office Numbers
- **Web Development Resources** Basic Access Training and Support (BATS) Software handouts; Link Checker;
- **Web Resources** Arin.Net; Internic;
- **Web site Medical Search Engines** HSTAT - guidelines search;
- **Web site Search Engines** Online Dictionary;
- **Women's Health - Life Cycles** Increasing Fruit and Vegetable Intake May Benefit Bone Health in Preteen Girls; Premenstrual Syndrome; Ovulation Calendar; Fetal alcohol syndrome - 2 links;
- **Women's Health Issues** New section on eating disorders: Anorexia Nervosa: MedlinePlus Eating Disorders; 3 links about estrogen-alone study; Uterine diseases; Screening for family violence; five federal and national links regarding hormone replacement therapy. NIH is the best; 4woman.gov's Mental Health page; MayoClinic - hormone therapy; New section - 3 hysterectomy links; New section - 2 Urinary problems links; American Bar Association Commission on Domestic Violence; National violence hotlines; Prevent Child Abuse America; Rape, Abuse, and Incest National Network (RAINN);
- **Women's Health - Breast Cancer** Switch to Exemestane Better Than Long-Term Tamoxifen in Breast Cancer Study; Breast Cancer--Screening Data for Assessing Quality of Services --- New York, 2000–2003;
- **Women's Health - Heart Disease** Heart Disease Prevention in Women;

---

**July - September 2004**

---

**New Pages**

- Betty's 2000 - 2003 Blog
- Betty's 2004 - Blog
- Blog Index Page
- Public Health E-News July - December 2004 Table of Contents
- 2003 Web site Statistics
- 2002 Web site Statistics
- 2001 Web site Statistics
- MPH Alumni Record Accomplishments
- MPH Alumni Record Presentations
- MPH Alumni Record Professional Organizations/Affiliations
**Deleted/Changed Pages**

- Archives Page has been replaced by 2003 Web site Statistics
- Attic Page has been replaced by 2002 Web site Statistics
- Basement Page has been replaced by 2001 Web site Statistics
- Cellar Page has been replaced by 1999 - 2000 Web site Statistics
- Dump Page has been replaced by 1999 - 2000 Web site Statistics (Oh yeah!)
- Danny Gonsalves/Public Health Chapter Scholarship Fund Recipients Page has been deleted - contents moved to Danny Gonsalves/Public Health Chapter Scholarship Fund Page
- Family Page has been deleted - contents added to MCH Page
- GrantsAlert Feedpage has been deleted - cannot afford the $1200/yr fee!
- Graphics Page has been deleted - contents added to Web Tools Page
- HTML Page has been deleted - contents added to Web Tools Page
- International Visitors Page to "Others" has been deleted and contents were moved to [International Visitors - Nonprofits](#)
- MPH Alumni Awards, Honors Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Accomplishments Page
- MPH Alumni Media Coverage Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Accomplishments Page
- MPH Alumni Reference Listings Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Accomplishments Page
- MPH Alumni Contributors Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Home Page
- MPH Alumni Class Participation Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Home Page
- MPH Alumni National Presentations Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Presentations Page
- MPH Alumni State Presentations Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Presentations Page
- MPH Alumni Local Presentations Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Presentations Page
- MPH Alumni Projects Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Work Page
- MPH Alumni Programs Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Work Page
- MPH Alumni Technical Assistance Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Work Page
- MPH Alumni College/University Teaching Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Teaching Page
- MPH Alumni K -12 Teaching Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Teaching Page
- MPH Alumni Seminar/Workshop Teaching Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record Teaching Page
- MPH Alumni General Publications Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record In Print Page
- MPH Alumni Grants/Proposals Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record In Print Page
- MPH Alumni Health Educational Materials Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record In Print Page
- MPH Alumni Professional Publications Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Alumni Record In Print Page
- MPH Alumni Class Representation Page has been deleted - contents moved to MPH Accreditation Committee Page
- PCH 593 Fall 2001 Syllabus
- PHENOM Profile Page has been deleted (Yeah), but there's still the Online Profile Form
- Public Health Alumni Chapter Activities Page has been deleted - contents moved to the Chapter's Home Page
- Public Health Alumni Chapter Events Page has been deleted - contents moved to the Chapter's Home Page
- LI Public Health Alumni Speakers' Bureau Log Page has been deleted (Yeah)
- Public Health Alumni Speakers' Bureau Online Log Page has been deleted (Yeah)
- Public Health Alumni Graduate E-mail Registry Page has been deleted (Yeah) to spare grads of spammers
- Public Health Alumni Undergraduate E-mail Registry Page has been deleted (Yeah) to spare grads of spammers
- Public Health Alumni Speakers' Bureau Profile Page has been deleted (Yeah)
- Public Health Alumni Speakers' Bureau Online Profile Page has been deleted (Yeah)
- Public Health Resume Posting Page has been deleted (Yeah)
- Public Health T - Z site Page has been deleted - contents moved to [Public Health Sites O - Z](#)
- Sitemap 1 Page has been replaced by Sitemap A
- Sitemap 2 Page has been replaced by Sitemap B
- Sitemap 3 Page has been deleted and contents moved to Sitemap B (Yeah!)
- Sitemap 4 Page has been replaced by Sitemap C
- Sitemap 5 Page has been replaced by Sitemap D
- Storage Page has been deleted (Yeah!)
- Webmastering Resources Page has been deleted and contents moved to Web Tools Page
All statistics to be updated can be found on all the Site Map Pages, the Web Site Statistics Page, and the Web Polls Stats Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month.

- **Annotated Academe Bibliography** Kimball's The Web Portfolio Guide - Creating Electronic Portfolios for the Web; Somebodies and Nobodies - Overcoming the Abuse of Rank;
- **Annotated Biostatistics Bibliography** From Numbers to Words. Reporting Statistical Results for the Social Sciences.
- **Annotated Epidemiology Bibliography** Brownson, Remington & Davis' Chronic Disease Epidemiology and Control;
- **Annotated Great Books Bibliography** The Lady Tasting Tea. How Statistics Revolutionized Science in the Twentieth Century;
- **Annotated Internet Bibliography** Kimball's The Web Portfolio Guide - Creating Electronic Portfolios for the Web;
- **Annotated Research Practice M - Z Bibliography** From Numbers to Words. Reporting Statistical Results for the Social Sciences.
- **Annotated Public Health Skills Bibliography (1)** Kimball's The Web Portfolio Guide - Creating Electronic Portfolios for the Web;
- **Annotated Public Health Skills Bibliography (2)** Kimball's The Web Portfolio Guide - Creating Electronic Portfolios for the Web;
- **Annotated Statistics Bibliography** From Numbers to Words. Reporting Statistical Results for the Social Sciences; The Lady Tasting Tea. How Statistics Revolutionized Science in the Twentieth Century;
- Cardiovascular Disease Latest ATP III guidelines for cholesterol (2 links); Taking Action for Heart-healthy and Stroke-free States A communication guide for policy and environmental change;
- **Career Resources** NIH's Women in Science Career Page;
- **Chinese Culture** The Chinese in California (Library of Congress)
- **Consumer Health Information - General** NIH Office of Science Education Page for the Public; Water Safety for Swimmers;
- Epidemiology A - L 150th Anniversary of John Snow and the Pump;
- Epidemiology M - Z Chronic Disease Surveillance - Canada;
- Everything You Ever Wanted to Know... Time's 50 Coolest Websites; Science.gov; National Women's Hall of Family;
- National Museum of Women in the Arts; 4000 Years of Women in Science; Places Teach!; Reflections: Russian Photographs 1992 - 2002; Voices for Votes: Suffrage Strategies; American Memory; War and Peace;
- **Favorite Movie Sites** I, Robot; The Day After Tomorrow; Shrek 2; several Netglimse.com links; Great Canadian Guide to Movies; TV Guide Movie database; War movie database; Dark City and Raiders of the Lost Ark screenplays; CNN and Excite entertainment pages; E!Online reviews; Rotten Tomatoes; SFGate.com; A Short History of the Movies; Alien vs. Predator; King Arthur; Se7en; The Butterfly Effect; and more...; Hollywood Festival Awards; New Section - Movie directors; Classictrailers.com; Movie-list.com; AVP trailer; Nine movie director links; New section - Wavs and soundbites - 11 links; Bourne Supremacy, Collateral, Manchurian Candidate (1962); More actors; Hero, A Home at the End of the World, Videodetective;
- **Favorite Music Sites** Freemidi.com; Desert Island Collection;
- **Free Software** Topaz Systems SigPlus Electronic Signature; CutePDF Writer; Brainybetty.com; Torttools.de;
- **General Job Search** Job Search Toolbar;
- **Graphing** 14 new links to graphing with Excel; 6 links to fishbone diagrams; Constructing frequency distribution tables; Descriptive Graphs: Excel and Equations;
- **Health Care Resources on the Net** CDC's Mass Trauma Preparedness and Response; Where to write for vital records;
- **Healthcare Quality** Patient Safety Indicators, Version 2.1 (revision 1); HCUPnet;
- **Healthcare Quality Data & Standards** USHHS Health IT Plan;
- **Healthcare Quality Issues** Technology for Long Term Care; Assessing websites on complementary and alternative medicine for cancer; New section - Health Disparities - 2 links: Health Disparities Experienced by Racial/Ethnic Minority Populations; Reach 2010;
- **Health Education Resources** National Institutes of Health's Curriculum Supplement Series; NIH Office of Science Education Page for Teachers; Quantifying the Cost of Physical Inactivity;
- **Kids' Health and Science Page** National Institutes of Health Curriculum Supplement Series - covering health and science topics for Grades 1-2, middle school and high school - great resources; Student.gov's academic resources page; Keeping Kids Drug Free; Engineering Design Challenges; Places Teach!;
- **Kids' Fun Page** Don't worry, be happy! Skateboarding dog;
- **Koo Sar Pills Investigation - Citations** New citations added, now totally 31!
- **Maternal Child Health** Organization of Teratology Information Services;
- **Personality Page** 4 new basic descriptions of the 16 types; 2 new sets of renditions - Glendale Community College and Type Logic to replace dead links with Life Explore and Kiersey sites;
- **Public Health Continuing Education** National Institutes of Health's Office of Science Education Page;
• Public Health Data REACH 2010 Surveillance for Health Status in Minority Communities — United States, 2001----2002
• Public Health Data Cigarette Use Among High School Students — United States, 1991--2003; Surveillance for Certain Health Behaviors Among Selected Local Areas — United States, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, 2002; BRFSS Maps; Quantifying the Cost of Physical Inactivity;
• Public Health Data March of Dimes Peristats; Surveillance for Fatal and Nonfatal Injuries — United States, 2001; Healthy Women: State Trends in Health and Mortality; Indicators for Chronic Disease Surveillance;
• Public Health E-news January - June, 2004 Tables of Content for the first half of 2004 are up;
• Public Health Practice Partnership Self-Assessment Tool; CDC's 10 Essential Public Health Services; Quantifying the Cost of Physical Inactivity; CDC Reorganization;
• Public Health Sites D-G California Environmental Health Tracking Program;
• Public Health Sites M-N Medicine Therapy Freudian Slip Therapeutic Rock Band; Physical Activity Among Asians and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islanders 50 States and the District of Columbia, 2001--2003; Health Status of Cambodians and Vietnamese Selected Communities, United States, 2001--2002; Breast- and Cervical-Cancer Screening Among Korean Women Santa Clara County, California, 1994 and 2002; Indian Health Service;
• Public Health Sites O-Z New section - Suicide - 10 links;
• Public Health Software Patient Safety Indicators, Version 2.1 (revision 1); Free structural software; Free Statistical Software; PAMComp; SISA spreadsheets; Biomapper software; Duke University's Free Software Page; The Link King.com; The Meta Analysis of Research Studies; Gene Shackman's Free Software page; OpenEpi;
• Research Resources on the Net Surveystime.com; Quantifying the Cost of Physical Inactivity; The Meta Analysis of Research Studies;
• Search Engines - A - L: Health UConn Medical Library; Links to 4 of the Online Merck Manuals (good resources) - Original text; Geriatric, Diagnosis & Therapy; Health & Aging; Law School Study Aids and Links;
• Search Engines - Public Health NIOSHTIC - NIOSH Resource Database Search; Merck Veterinary Manual; Medical and Public Health Law - 2 links;
• Statistical Functions What's an odds ratio?; Asymptotic Covariance Matrices; The Meta Analysis of Research Studies; New section - Composite Endpoints - 19 links; Parallel Analysis and Velicer's MAP Test;
• Statistical Programs Free graphing software Excel; Free statisticap programs; Addon programs for Excel; Investormap.com; Statistical Packages discussion groups and listservs; David Ritchie's My Excel Pages; 4 new Excel analysis links; 7 links to MS Access resources; Dr. Dirk Enzmann's Page; Correlation Coefficient Power Calculations; OpenEpi; Parallel Analysis and Velicer's MAP Test;
• Temperament Colorquiz.com - very good, try it!
• US Government Statistics Sites OPE Campus Security Statistics - search by school; Court Statistics Project; Worker Health Chartbook 2004;
• Useful Sites GSA.gov's Consumer Action Handbook; Printable-Calendar.com; The Pedestrian; Map24.com - interactive maps - cool; Helpful Hints if you are in a car accident;
• Web Development Resources Brainybetty.com;
• Web site Medical Search Enginges OmniMedical Search Engine;
• Web site Search Engines Online Dictionary;
• Women's Health Healthy Women: State Trends in Health and Mortality;
• Women's Health - Life Cycles OTIS factsheets of exposures during pregnancy;
• Women's Health Issues National Sexual Violence Resource Center;
• Women's Health - Heart Disease Cardiovascular Guidelines for Women (AHRQ);

October - December 2004

New Pages

• Senior Health - Resources on the Net

Deleted/Changed Pages

• Online alumni surveys have been deleted and replaced with newer versions
Updated Pages

All statistics to be updated can be found on all the Site Map Pages, the Web Site Statistics Page, and the Web Polls Stats Page. This is done monthly, usually near the beginning of each month.

- Annotated Internet Bibliography Anne Martinez's Cheap Web Tricks!
- Annotated Public Health Skills Bibliography (1) Hardina's Analytical Skills for Community Organization Practice;
- Biostatistics/Statistics Sites NHANES data;
- Cardiovascular Disease Coronary Disease Screening for Coronary Heart Disease: Recommendations from the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force; Fish Oil helps fight heart disease; Cardiovascular Disease Risk Factors and Preventive Practices Among Adults -- United States, 1994: A Behavioral Risk Factor Atlas; Declining Prevalence of No Known Major Risk Factors for Heart Disease and Stroke Among Adults --- United States, 1991--2001; Prevalence of Adults With No Known Major Risk Factors for Coronary Heart Disease -- Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, 1992; Cardiovascular Health Partners Web Portal;
- Cardiovascular Disease MedlinePlus Coronary Disease; Evaluation of primary care patients with chronic stable angina; guidelines from the American College of Physicians; Long QT Syndrome; Peripheral Nerve Disorders; Peripheral Neuropathy;
- Career Resources Women-21.gov; MAPP Assessment; Career Planning Begins with Assessment: A Guide for Professionals Serving Youth with Educational and Career Development Challenges;
- Children with Special Health Care Needs MedlinePlus - Genetic counseling;
- Chinese Culture Ancient Chinese Birth Chart; Buddhist Chinese Art; The Chinese in California, 1850-1925;
- Connecticut Public Health Resources Connecticut State Department of Education - Division of Teaching and Learning Programs and Services; CT Department of Insurance's Comparison of HMOs and 2003 Injury Report; State & Local Government on the Net; Connecticut Data Engine; NOAA - Connecticut Weather; Capitol Impact.Com; Coroners Offices; Elected Officials search; Genealogy searches and references; Airports; Primary and Secondary Schools; Colleges; National Parks;
- Consumer Health Information - General Distorted Tunes Test (this is too cool for words); Test Your Sense of Pitch; Your Heart Your Life (physical activity); Your Disease Risk;
- Cool Sites A - L Online Searchable Death Indexes & Records A Genealogy Guide; Iloveplants.com; RootsWeb.com;
- Cool Sites M - Z Monitorbeam.com - Vintage radio broadcasts;
- Epidemiology M - Z Methodology of the Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System;
- Everything You Ever Wanted to Know... Federal Court Concepts; U.S. Copyright Office; Portals to the World; Terrafly; State & Local Government on the Net; Genealogy searches and references;
- New Section called History - now you have no excuse to sing "Don't know much about history....": Online Exhibitons; The Atlantic World: America & the Netherlands; Churchill & the Great Republic; Establishing Borders: The Expansion of the United States, 1846-48; A More Perfect Union: Japanese Americans & the U.S. Constitution; Our Changing Voices; United We Stand; Voices from the Days of Slavery: Former Slaves Tell Their Stories; Working in Paterson: Occupational Heritage in an Urban Setting; Historical decennial census Decennials - 1790 - 2000; National Museum of the American Indian; Veterans History Project (Library of Congress) - From Home Front and Front Lines; Rivers, Edens, Empires: Lewis & Clark & the Revealing of America; The Siege & Battle of Corinth: A New Kind of War; War & Peace; We the People; Witness & Response: September 11 Acquisitions; Zoom into Maps; Grapes of Wrath Scrapbook; From Fantasy to Flight; From Slavery to Civil Rights; Reconstruction: The Second Civil War; Remembering Jim Crow; With Wings as Eagles: From Fantasy to Flight; Journeys West; Korea: The Unfinished War; A Life Apart: Hasidism in America; Murder at Harvard; Chaco Culture National Historical Site; Papers of John Jay; Dolley Madison Project; Elizabeth I; Women's Words of Wisdom; Eyewitness to History.com; America on the Move; CivilWar@Smithsonian; George Washington: A National Treasure; Hall of Presidents; Lewis & Clark as Naturalists; Lewis & Clark: Mapping the West; The Fight; Quake: 1906 San Francisco Quake; After the Great Earthquake & Fire, 1897-1916; The Chinese in California, 1850-1925; A Civil War Soldier in the Wildcat Regiment; First American West: The Ohio River Valley, 1750-1820; Immigration; The Price of Freedom: Americans at War; Raid on Deerfield: the Many Stories of 1704; With an Even Hand: Brown v. Board at Fifty; World Treasures of the Library of Congress: Beginnings;
- Favorite Movie Sites Hero; Maria Full of Grace; Cellular; The Forgotten; Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow; The
Machinist, The Grudge, National Treasure (very good); House of Flying Daggers (very good); The Aviator; Flight of the Phoenix (2004); The Motorcycle Diaries; Zhang Yimou;

- Favorite Music Sites Desert Island Collection; A Primer on Music File Conversions;
- Free Software Text editors: jEdit; Pnotepad.org; Crimson Editor; Programmer's File Editor; FSF/UNESCO Free Software Directory; NCH.Com audio freeware;
- Greetings PageSnowdog E-card

- Graphing Broken Y Axis; Chart Axes and Axis Tricks; Dummy Series Tricks; Excel Charting Tutorials;
- Health Care Resources on the Net MedlinePlus - Hospice Care; Pick-a-dentist.com; Prescription Drug and Other Assistance Programs; Medicare Beneficiaries Warned about Drug Card Scams; Drug Discount Card Enrollment Tip Sheet; MedlinePlus - Medicines; Recommended Adult Immunization Schedule --- United States, October 2004--September 2005; Consumer Reports Best Buy Drugs;
- Healthcare Quality Data & Standards CDC/NCHS - Home Health Care; JCAHO's Specification Manual for National Hospital Quality Measures (2005); New section - AHRQ quality indicators: Guidance for Using the AHRQ Quality Indicators for Hospital-level Public Reporting or Payment; Guidance for Using the AHRQ Quality Indicators for Public Reporting or Payment - Appendix A: Current Uses of AHRQ Quality Indicators and Considerations for Hospital-level Reporting; Guidance for Using the AHRQ Quality Indicators for Public Reporting or Payment - Appendix B: Public Reporting Evaluation Framework-Comparison of Recommended Evaluation Criteria in Five Existing National Frameworks; Inpatient Quality Indicators - AHRQ Explanations; Inpatient Quality Indicators, Interpretive Guide; Quality Indicators Documentation; ACSX12.org;
- Healthcare Quality Standards Guidance for Using the AHRQ Quality Indicators for Hospital-Level Public Reporting or Payment; NCQA's 2004 The State of Health Care Quality Report; Congressional Budget Office Report: "An Analysis of the Literature on Disease Management Programs"; AHRQ's Quality Tools; AHRQ's 2003 National Healthcare Quality Report (NHQQR); Health Services/Technology Assessment Text (HSTAT) - "Mother of all guidelines";
- Healthcare Quality Issues Food safety; AHRQ - New Evidence Report Illustrates Links Between Health Literacy and Health Care Use and Outcomes; Patient issues; Are There Enough Primary Care Physicians Available to Meet the Demand? New Research Suggests Not; Malpractice-lawyers.net; ConsumerWebwatch's Paid Listings Complicate Search for Quality Lawyers Online; CSG's State Official's Guide to Health Literacy and Health Literacy Tool Kit; HRSA's Health Literacy Links Page;
- Health Education Resources School-based Health Services; Teaching & Learning Resources from the University of WI - great for instructional design; YouthArts Handbook: Arts Program For Youths At Risk; US Dept of Navy's Human Performance Center;
- Healthy People 2020 Public Health Partners Website: Achieve Your Healthy People 2010 Goals; Companion Web sites & Documents; Healthy People Publications; Leading Health Indicators - Resources for Action; Cardiovascular Health Partners Web Portal;
- Information Quality How to Assess Health Information Online; A Quick Guide to Checking Information Quality for health information Web sites; Evaluation of Information Sources; Health Information Online; Review of Internet Health Information Quality Initiatives; National Institutes of Health Information Quality Web Site; Quality of health information on the internet; Quality of Medical Information on the InterNet; Information quality resources;
- Kids' Health and Science Page The Best We Know; Depression in Kids: How is it treated?; NIMH - Antidepressant Medications for Children: Information for Parents and Caregivers; Astro-venture science tutorials; Future State - US Department of State Youth Website; Exploratorium Online; Helping Your Child Learn Science; Spacelink Library; NASA's Kids Page; Investigating the Climate System; 4girls.gov; Earth as Art: A Landsat Perspective; Chemistry.org - 2 links; Just Vote!; National Constitution Center; Kids Health Information Sites; Helping Kids Cope with Adult Cancer; SpaceTEC; The Space Weather Center;
- Kids' Fun Page Humanclock.com; You Make Me Wanna Shout!
- Maternal Child Health MedlinePlus - Child Abuse; CDC - Child Maltreatment factsheet; Newborn Screening for Cystic Fibrosis; National Youth Development Information Center;
- Nutrition Nuts and seeds: Core ingredients of a healthy diet; NIH's Weight-loss and nutrition myths;
- Personality Page SimilarMinds.Com; Working out your Myers Briggs Type;
- Pollstats PHENOM Description Page Visitors; PHENOM Directory Page Visitors;
- Public Health Continuing Education National Center on Substance Abuse & Child Welfare Online Tutorials & Training; TRAIN: Online Training Resource for Public Health Professionals;
- Public Health Documents Spending on Social Welfare Programs in Rich and Poor States; Improving the Health of Adolescents and Young Adults: A Guide for States and Communities (2004); Indicators of Child, Family, and Community Connections (HHJ);
- Public Health Practice USHHS - Best Practice Initiative; Public Health Infrastructure Resource Center (PHIRC);
- Public Health Sites A-C Alcohol Consumption Task Force Recommends That Primary Care Clinicians Screen and Counsel Adults to Prevent Misuse of Alcohol; Screening and Counseling to Reduce Alcohol Misuse: Recommendations from the United States Preventive Services Task Force, MedlinePlus Alcohol Consumption; Surgeon General Calls on Americans to Face Facts about Drinking; MedlinePlus topic: Alcoholism; Alcohol Consumption and the Risk for Colorectal Cancer;
- Public Health Sites H-L 3 links to Malaria: CDC, MedlinePlus;
- Research Resources on the Net Guide to Photographic Documentation in the Field; Answers to Questions about Taking Part in a Clinical Research Study; Clinical Research Bill of Rights; Human Research Quality Improvement Program; Informed Consent Compliance Checklist; Quality Improvement Through Self-Assessment; Study Template Logs; NLM's Health Services Research Web Sites; Maps of National, State, and County Data Now Available on CDC WONDER;
- Search Engines - A - G Hot vs. Not Web directory;
- Search Engines - Health Bioresource (UK); PubMed; Omni (UK); NMAP (UK); National Youth Development Information Center;
- Specific Job Searches Studentjobs.gov - government internships site
- Statistical Functions UCLA's What is the difference between categorical, ordinal and interval variables? What statistical analysis should I use? Two links about Post-Hoc analysis; Two sample-size practices that I do not recommend; Some Practical Guidelines for Effective Sample-Size Determination; The Use of Predicted Confidence Intervals analysis should I use? Two links about Post-Hoc analysis; Two sample-size practices that I do not recommend; Some Practical Guidelines for Effective Sample-Size Determination; The Use of Predicted Confidence Intervals
- Temperament Results from more not-so-serious personality tests online...
- Useful Sites Microsoft Calendar Templates; Free Canada Postal Code Lookup; New section - Voting: Federal Election Commission, declareyourself.com, Project Vote Smart, National Voter Registration Act (US Dept of Justice), Students.gov's Voting & Democracy, youth voting trends; U.S. Electoral College; US State Travel and Tourism Sites; Aviation Consumer Protection site from US Department of Transportation; Driving Distance between select cities; ParkNet; Camping and Campground Reservations;
- Web Development Resources Cheap Webtricks.Com; Make a Website Accessible and Usable With These Common Sense Guidelines; Flight Delay Information; Recreation.gov; ParkNet; American Southwest; Designing An Effective Web site Navigation; Clip Art Gallery;
- Web Resources Pandia Search World technology news; Transportation Security Administration; Sans - The Twenty Most Critical Internet Security Vulnerabilities (Updated) ~ The Experts Consensus;
- Web site Search EnginesOne Look Dictionary; Gigablast;
- Women's Health - Life Cycles Menopause and Bladder Control; 4 girls.gov;
- Women's Health Issues WHI Study Finds No Heart Disease Benefit, Increased Stroke Risk With Estrogen Alone;
- Women's Health - Breast Cancer Treatment of Earliest Stage Breast Cancer Varies Widely; Flow chart to help women determine when they should go to the doctor when they have breast problems; Breast Cancer Resource Guide for Minority Women; Genetic Testing for Breast Cancer Risk: What Does It Mean to Me?; FDA search for FDA-certified mammography centers; Your Rights After a Mastectomy;
- Women's Health - Cervical Cancer Pap Tests and Cervical Health: A Healthy Habit for You; Pap Tests for Older